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ABSTRACT ,•
' »
Jdurard (1971) maintains that the key to _knowing oneself be.tter *
and attain ing good mental health is self-d isclosure to others. Past
4
research has focused upon the degree o f re lationship between s e l f ­
disclosure levels and indices o f  menta,i health. The present study was 
directed towards an exploration of the motives underlying se'lf- . 
disclosure and investigating how these motives operate in a>neurotic 
population.
This study had two d is t in c t  purposes: to develop an adequate
questipnnaire with which to measure motivation underlying self-d isclosure  
and to apply this questionnaire to a nelirotic sample. A 29-item 
questionnaire^ the "Y Scale", was developing using factor analytic  
procedures, based upon a normal student sample. Analysis yielded seven 
motivating factors: (1) Openness or trust and general acceptance of
others (Openness); (2) Defensiveness or mistrust and fear of the negative 
consequences o f disclosure to others ( Defensiveness) ; (3) Need for  
emotional release through self-d isclosure (Catharsis); (4) Perception of 
the sociaT^expectations or pressures to disclose in social settings  
( Expectation of Social Norms); (5) Need for Approval; (6) Perception of 
the attractiveness of the rec ip ient of self-disclosure ( Perceived 
Attractiveness of Other); and (7) Feelings o f obligation to disclose 
to others as f u l ly  as they have disclosed to the recip ient ( Reciprocity) . 
Thi^'questionnaire, along with the Eysenck Personality Inventory and the 
Jourard 40-item Self-Disclosure Scale, was then administered to a
•yt
predominantly depressed, highly neurotic sample of psychiatric patients.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The results indicated that four of the above seven motivational •- 
factors ( Defensiveness, Catharsis, Openness, and Expectation o f Social 
Norms) were found in the analysis of the neurotics' responses. These' 
four factors were also the s ig n if ican t predictors of th e ir  o vera ll .
, reported disclosure to others. I t  may be specualted from the foregoijig 
that perhaps what d if fe ren t ia tes  rmals and neurotics is the degree to
which certain motivational needs play a role in th e ir  self-d isclosures,  
rather than the kinds-of motives involve'th-'
I
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION ;
The term self-discl«r!fure and i ts  components were i n i t i a l l y  focused 
upon by the ex is ten tia l  psychologist, Sidney Jourard. In his therapy 
with individual c lien ts  he ŵ s constantly amazed at the disclosures of 
his clients  and the fac t  that these self-disclosures had never before 
been revealed to anyone elsevin the ind iv id ua l's  m ilieu . This prompted
Jourard to beqin explorinq his own pattern of disclosures and those ofy
■ /
others. He and several other colleagues were thus s u f f ic ie n t ly
intrigued to carry out research in this previously unexplored area.
* *
Jourard (1971b) defines self-d iscfosure as " . . . t h e  act of making
yourself manifest, showing yourself so others can perceive you"
(p. 19). I t  is le t t in g  another person know what one is  thinking,
<
fee l ing , or wanting. I t  is one o f the most d irec t  means by which an 
individual can make himself known to another person. Jourard?viewed 
self-d isclosure as both a symptom of health and as a means of achieving 
mental health. By th is ,  Jourard means that one can only become f u l ly  
aware of one's authentic se lf  or real s e l f  in interaction with others 
which comprises disclosing oneself to others. Thus the acqusition of 
self-knowledge throuqh disclosure of oneself to others is for Jourard 
a positive motive fo rd is c lo s u re ;  Individuals presumably'self-disclose 
fo r  a^hpst o freasons. ■ These■motives, . especially as they underlie 
neurotics' disclosure, is o f in te res t to th e ' present'investigator
1
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and w i l l  be elaborated upon la te r  on in this chapter.
\ -
The Measurement o f Self-Disclosure and i t s  Basic Dimensions
For his research in th is  area, Jourard o r ig in a l ly  devised a s e l f -
r
disclosure questionnaire (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958) consisting of 60 
items, ten items from each o f the following topic areas:
(1) Attitudes and Opinions V
(2) Tastes and Interests
i




The subjects were to rate th e ir  depth of disclosure on each item to the 
following, target persons: Mother, Father, Male Friend, and Female
Friend. The intimacy levels of disclosure were scaled in  the 
following manner:
(0) Have told the other person nothing about this aspect of me.
^ •
(1) Have talked in geheral terms about th is .  The other person
has only a general idea about this aspect of me. ■
(2) Have talked in f u l l  and complete d eta il  about this item
to the other person.* He knows me f u l ly  in this respect^_
and could describe me accurately.
(X) Have l ied  or misrepresented myself to the other person 
so that he has a fa lse picture of me.
The numerical entries were summed, with the X's counting as O 'sand  
the total constituting the subject's self-d isclosure score.
Since then, a multitude of modified self-d isclosure questionnaires
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
have been used by Jourard (1971b)1 and his colleagues, as well as others. 
The principal modifications to the orig inal questionnaire have 
consisted of the fallowing: (a) shortening the number o f items in the 
questionnaire (Jourard Self-Disclosure Questionnaire - -  J.S.D.O. -  60) 
to 40-items, 25-items, 21-items, 15-items, and 10-items J.S .D .Q .'s ;
(b) adding other categories of target persons such as stranger, the 
interviewer, close fr iend outside of work, and spouse to mention a few;
4^ (c) reformulating the J.S.D.Q. into a game of " Invitations" whereby the 
self-d isclosure items become potential questions to be discussed by an 
individual with a newly met partner, who in turn is invited to disclose 
himself on the same questions; and (d) the addition of the category of 
the willingness of one to disclose to another in the "Invitations"  
game. There is also a l i s t  of J.S.D.O. items fo r  specific  use with 
\ h i l d r e n  aged six to twelve (Jourard, 1971b).
) Over the years many investigators have measured d if fe re n t  
dimensions of self-d isclosure across various s ituations, which has 
compounded the problem of comparing results across studies.
Nevertheless, there are three basic parameters of self-d isclosure • 
that have been investigated prim arily . They are (Cozby, 1973): (1) ’
the breadth or amount of information disclosed to another; (2) the 
depth or intimacy of the information disclosed about oneself; and
(3) the duration or time spent in describing the information disclosed.
In actual disclosure, intimacy and duration appear to be
p a r t ia l ly  independent with a corre lation of .42 between' them
(Vondracek, 1969a). There is an inverse relationship between amount 
#
and intimacy of disclosure, such that individuals disclose less
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
*  . . .  4
about more intimate topics (Cozby; 19 /3 ).  There has been l i t t l e
work done on the content of the information an individya.1 discloses ’ • ’
✓
about himself. Chelune (1975, 1979) c r i t ic iz e s  the use of the parameter
of duration of disclosure which he views as not being theo re t ica l ly  or
em pirically  related to the q ua lity  or quantity of se lf-d isc losure . He
proposes two additional parameters for consideration. These ar'q the v
emotional or a f fec t ive  manner of presentation o f  the disclosure, and*
the f l e x i b i l i t y  of the disclosure pattern, that is ,  the modulation of 
self-d isc losure  according to situations the discloser finds h im self-in . ■
•f
This second parameter is re f le c t iv e  of Jourard's notion that an 
individual with good mental health w i l l  t a i lo r  his disclosure to suit  
the appropriate level for the s ituation  he finds htmse.lf in . Although 
these la t t e r  parameters are in teresting in themselves, there has not 
been much research employing them or elaboratina upon them.
✓
Validation of Self-Disclosure Questionnaires
Considering the tremendous varie ty  in the J .S .D .Q .'s  used, £he
prospect of determining the v a l id i ty  of even the orig ina l J.S.D.Q.
\
with any great certa inty  becomes quite d i f f i c u l t .  Individual researchers 
have opted to modify the J.S.D.Q. - 60 to include th e ir  own unique
I
changes in order to better su it  the subjects they were studying.
Thus the self-d isclosure questionnaires have been employed in  a variety  
of situations such as with dyads, groups, in interviews,- and in therapy, 
and from a varie ty  of perspectives: e .g . ,  the subject as The discloser,
the subject as the rec ip ient of another's' disclosure,, the subject as 
the judge of another’ s disclosure, and.the subject^as a member in a 
treatment group. Therefore, the va lidation research is considerably
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
' scattered in focus and-leaves one quite unsatisfied with the outcome... 
Suffice i t  to say that there has not been any satisfactory resolution  
of the validation issue, though research wittj, the J.S.D.Q. scale 
. continues. Jourard's underlying .assumption in using the questionnaire 
• method of measuring self-d isclosure was his b e lie f  th a t ,  within  
l im its ,  a person's past history of disclosure is a f a i r  estimate of 
■ his'present.and future disclosures, to others. He, himself, cautioned 
against the indiscriminate use^  his questionnaire, s-ince the 
nature of the tes t  situations would cause certain results to be more 
valid  than others. He (1971b) recognized the need for further research 
to obtain " . . . th e  broadest and most precise view of the situations  
' for which, se lf-d isclosure questionnaire scores are valid  prognosticators 
gf self-d isclosing behavior (p. 171)"'.
Concerning discriminant v a l id i ty ,  several researchers point to 
s.elf-disclosure as being independent of in te lligence (Jourard, 1961b; 
Halverson & Shore, 1969; Taylor,. 1968). Himelstein and Lubin (1966) 
correlated subjects' scores on a modified J.S.D.Q. -  60 with th e ir  
M.M.P.I. "K scale" scores, as measures of th e ir  defensiveness.
They found six out of eight correlations between self-d isclosure and 
the K scale were negative as expected with only two of these 
correlations-being s ign if ican t fo r the males. Thus the more defensive
) the subject was, as measured by' his high K scale score, the less-he
/  '
disclosed to the. targets of mother', fa ther , best male fr iend and best 
^  female fr ien d . In another study, using the M .M .P .I . ,  the low disclosers
scored higher on the social introversion scale of the M .M .P.I. than 
higher disclosers (Jourard, 1971b).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
There have only been a few experiments comparing actual 
modified versions of the J.S.D.Q. - 60 with each other and with 
other measures of se lf-d isc losure . .Pedersen and Breglio (1968a) • 
correlated J.S.D.Q. -  60, J.S.D.Q. - 25, and actual written s e l f -  
disclosure of males and females on f iv e  questions. They found that  
depth of actual disclosure correlated .84 with the amount of disclosure 
to Mother, Father, and to ta l,  disclosure on the J.S.D.Q. - 60, and to 
Mother on the J.S.D.Q. -  25. The only area where actual disclosure  
consistently reflected claimed disclosure on the questionnaires was the 
area of "Studies." Thus, according to them, the J.S.D.Q,. - 60 and 
J.S.D.Q. - 25 measure somewhat d if fe re n t  aspects of se lf-d isc lasure .
Pedersen and Higbee's ,(1968) results lend support to the above 
findings. In the ir  investigation of the equivalence and construct 
v a l id i ty  of'these two questionnaires and a SociaJ Accessibil ity  measure 
on males and females, they concluded that the J.S.D.Q. -  60 and J.S.D.Q. 
- 25 d iffered  in th e ir  methods of. measuring se lf-d isclosure. In 
addition, the ir  m u l t i t r a i t ,  multi-method matrices analysis pointed out 
that these two measures had both construct and discriminant v a l id i ty .
The Social Access ib il ity  measure was not to be judged as an equivalent  
measure to the other self-d isclosure measures in th e ir  view.
Hurley and Hurley (1969) correlated a modified J.S.D.Q. «- 60, 
where the targets were Parent, Best Friend, Spouse, and Group, 
with three other self-d isclosure measures obtained from a mixed group 
which met together fo r  tdn sessions. The other self-d isclosure  
measures were a Self-Concealment index (the perception of the group's 
most open and closed member), Hurley's Self-Disclosure rating (each
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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member's rating of th e ir  own and others' disclosure,in  the group), and 
a D irect Disclosure Rating (each member's rating of each other member's 
se lf -d isc losu re ) .  The J.S.D.O. - 60 was positive ly  related to the’ Se lf-  
Concealment index and non-significantly  related to the other s e l f ­
disclosure measures. The experimenters recognized that the nature of 
the group meetings may have affected the member's disclosure behavior; 
however, they concluded that th e ir  findings demonstrate the inauthentic ity  
of the J.S.D.O. -  60 as a measuring instrument of actual self-d isclosure.  
They noted that subjects may have i n i t i a l l y  wanted to present 
themselves in a good l ig h t  and misrepresented th e ir  actual disclosure 
leve ls ,  which became evident la te r  in th e ir  group meetings.
Using a group meeting paradigm as w ell ,  Himelstein and Lubin 
(1965) found a nonsignificant re lationship between a J.S.D.Q. - 20, 
developed by Lubin, and judgments made by peers as to a subject's  
l ike lihood to confide in others. The group consisted of male and 
female - fra tern ity  and sorority  members who met fo r twenty business 
meetings concerning th e ir  respective a f f i l i a t io n s .  The experimenters 
expected to find a positive relationship between those individuals  
who disclose more to others and in whom others would themselves confide. 
However, they found that four out of f iv e  correlations tended toward 
an inverse re lationship between "disclosing to" and "being disclosed to" • 
by the member's peers. Thus, those persons who were nominated by 
th e ir  peers as confiders were fo r the most part not the ones nominated 
as the ones in whom others would confide.
Several studies have attempted to establish the predictive  
v a l id i ty  of d if fe ren t  versions of the J.S.D.Q. -  60 under various
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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experimental conditions with the following results . Vondracek (1969b)
found that fo r  male students in a structured interview the amount and
intimacy of th e ir  actual self-d isclosure and th e ir  J.S.D.Q. -  60 score
correlated .20. Thus he stated the need fo r  a more valid  measure of
sel-^disclosure, although he did not advocate the abandonment of this
questionnaire. He overlooked the fa c t  that self-d isclosure levels
described as applying to 'close friends and family members cannot be
expected to mirror disclosure levels to perfect strangers in  in i t i a l
interviews. Lubin and Harrison (1964) found an equally low correlation
(.1 3 )  between Lubin'S modified J.S.D.Q. and the actual self-d isclosure
of subjects as rated by th e ir  tra iners  in twenty group sessions
concerning management issues. They admitted that such group settings
may not be the most appropriate place in which to va lidate  the 
\
questionnaire measurement of s e lf -d isc lo su re ..  In a classroom situation ,  
Himelstein and Kimbrough (1963) found a low correlation (.102) between 
female graduate students' to ta l scores on the J.S.D.Q. -  60 and the 
rated amount of information they shared about themselves to others in 
th e ir  self- in troductions to th e ir  education class. The ordinal a ffec t  
of th e ir  respective positions in introducing themselves, as well as 
the expectancy e f fe c t  created in the individual by a former speaker, 
confound the? disclosures of these subjects. The investigators found 
that those subjects who spoke la s t  tended to spend more time in s e l f ­
disclosure than those who went f i r s t .  They advocate the s t r ic te r  
control of s ituational variables which would a f fe c t  self-d isc losure ,  
rather than the development of more refined questionnaire procedures.
I t - i s  d i f f i c u l t  to draw any positive conclusions' from the foregoing
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research. The following is further research which puts the predictive
v a l id i ty  of the J.S.D.Q. in a more positive l ig h t ,  although there are
the same problems of cross-study comparisons. The majority of these
studies were produced by students and colleagues of Jourard.
Drag (1968) (c ited in Jourard, 1971b) manipulated the experimenter's
disclosure before playing an "Invitations" game with female subjects.
The subject's stated willingness to disclose herself on each of some
selected topics to a same-sexed stranger was a good predictor of the 
♦ * 
subject's actual disclosure, and corresponded with her disclosure level
(high or low) on the J.S.D.Q. -  40. When, however, the experimenter
met with the subject for 20 minutes of mutual disclosure before the
"Invitations" qame, the J.S.D.Q. was not a good predictor of the subject's
actual disclosure to the experimenter. The subjects' disclosure
f
levels to the experimenter surpassed even th e ir  own expectancies of th e ir  
disclosure behavior. Jourard and Resnick (1970) discovered that the J.S.D.Q. 
40 adequately c lass if ied  and predicted low and high disclosing females 
in dyads playing the "Invitations" game.
Small (1970) (c ited  in Jourard, 1971b) studied readiness of female i 
subjects to disclose themselves to an "open" and "closed" experimenter.
The subjects were asked to indicate which of six topics (four were 
in tim ate, two were not) they had disclosed to someone in the past and 
were w i l l in g  to disclose to"a male experimenter. A .38 correlation  
(nonsignificant) was found between past disclosure.and the subjects' 
actual disclosure to the experimenter and a moderately s ig n if ican t  
correlation of .52 between the subjects' willingness to disclose and 
th e ir  actual disclosure. Irrespective of the conditions for
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disclosure (open vs closed experimenter), the J.S.D.Q. here, as a
measure of past disclosure demonstrated a modest predictive val’id i t y .  •
Graham (1970) (cited in Jourard, l Q71b) found that the tota l disclosure of
subjects on the J.S.D.Q. -  35 correlated s ig n if ic a n t ly  with th e ir
actual disclosures on f iv e  topics with the experimenter in a group of
subjects who accepted th e ir  imminent death, as measured by Middleton's ✓-
(1958) Death Att itude Questionnaire. Drag (1971) (c ited  1n Jourard, 1971b)
found tha't for females th e ir  willingness .to disclose and the ir  actual
disclosure to th e ir  college roomates correlated s ig n if ican t ly  for
«*
two groups of subjects (.77 and .88, respective ly ). However, when 
these subjects were paired with an open and free ly  disclosing stranger, 
the correlations between th e ir  willingness to disclose and the ir  actual 
disclosure in an "Invitations" game were nonsignificant ( .26 and .04, 
respective ly ). Their disclosures to the stranger surpassed th e ir  
expectations and tended to carry over in th e ir  game with th e ir  roomates. 
Jourard (1961b) found that the J.S.D.Q. -  25 was a good predictor of 
the grades of students in nursing college, in that those students who
I
tended to disclose more, especially to th e ir  mother, were viewed by 
th e ir  supervisors as being more "open" and thus better able to 
communicate with the patients for whom they cared^ There was no s ign if ican t  
re lationship between self-d isclosure and any indices of in te l l ig en ce ,  
or more general academic aptitude.
Thus, in summary, self-d isclosure measures of a questionnaire 
format have not been highly successful in predictihg actual s e l f ­
disclosure in a variety  of settings. As Cozby (1973) suggests, one 
must recognize the d ifference between measuring self-d isclosure to
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close friends and re la tives  and the forecasting of self-d isclosure to 
re la t iv e  strangers. The measure of an ind iv idual's  willingness to 
disclose to strangers has proved to be a more re l ia b le  predictor of 
one's actual disclosure in many situations when the stranger or 
experimenter has remained d is tant. When the experimenter or stranger 
discioses__himseif to the subject, the subject himself surpasses his 
own expected disclosure leve'l. Therefore, s ituational variables p/lay 
an important role in a person's self-d isclosure behavior despite his 
past record of disclosure, and may as Cozby (1973) states, "...outweigh  
individual differences in disposition to disclosure" (p. 74). Chelune 
(1979) concurs with the above point stating that an expectation 
index, or wi11ingness. to disclose index measures an ind iv idual's  
current disposition to disclose, and is a better predictor of actual 
disclosing behavior than most history measures (measures of past 
disclosure). Individuals may also base th e ir  past disclosure to someone 
on d if fe r in g  units of time ranging from a few weeks to several years. 
However, some researchers have demonstrated that questionnaire 
measures of subjects' self-disclosures to th e ir  best friends are 
re l ia b ly  stable predictors of th e ir  disclosures to new persons both 
in natural and laboratory interactions (Altman & Haythorn,
196b; Frankfurt (1965) (cited in Chelune, 1979). Subjects >
A
categori'zed as high disclosers to th e ir  best friends have been 
demonstrated to disclose more to new or d if fe ren t  ■ target persons 
than those designated as low disclosers.
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B rief Overview of Research on Self-Disclosure
There has been a f a i r  amount of research on s e l f1disclosure over
the years. Research in this area appears to have peaked between the 
mid 1950's and 1960''s, although there was a resurgence of in te res t  in 
the early 1970's . Chelune's book, "Self-Disclosure", has brought both 
the current and past research together (1979). ■
Apart from the numerous validation studies previously discussed, 
the present author has a r b i t r a r i ly  categorized four other overall 
areas of experimentation which w i l l  be b r ie f ly  covered here. These 
are: (1) Self-disclosure and rec iprocity , (2) Self-disclosure and
personality dimensions, (3) Self-disclosure and interpersonal exchange, 
and (4) Self-disclosure and other factors. These four areas w il l  be 
discussed b r ie f ly  in terms of the most pertinent research findings in 
order to allow a better appreciation of the many facets of research
in the area of se lf-d isc losure . The special topic'area of s e l f ­
disclosure and mental health w i l l  be discussed la te r  on in this
chapter.
(1) Self-Disclosure and Reciprocity. Jourard and his colleagues 
found that people who disclosed more to each other liked each other 
more, and that those who liked each other tended to disclose more to
V
each other. In newly formed dyads of subjects he found that the more 
one partner recalled about himself, the more the other partner tended 
to reciprocate in the disclosing of himself (Jourard, 1959, Cozby,
1972; Chaikin & Derlega, 1974a). He referred to this' as the "dyadic 
e f fe c t" .  Chaikin and Derlega (1974b) introduced the notion of the 
appropriateness of the disclosure and the level of intimacy into the
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of intimate information about 
oneself to a stranger was judged by subjects to be more acceptable than 
nondisclosure of such information to a fr iend . Also, individuals who
*
were tarqets for another's intimate disclosures on an i n i t i a l  meetinq
' '  '  )
* tended^to view the discloser as maladjusted, and tended to d is l ik e  him
more than those who revealed less intimate disclosures.
(2) Self-Disclosure and Personality . Since Jourard referred to
the healthy personality, the research in this area w il l  be discussed
under the subject heading of self-disclosure, and mental health. Aside
from these studies, a few can be mentioned which are not d ire c t ly
involved with the mental health issue. , 'r'
Self-esteem was found not to be related to amount of disclosure to
others (F itzgera ld , 1963). Authoritarian people, defined as those
scoring high on the F scale, tend to disclose less than non-authoritarian „
individuals (Halverson & Shore, 1969). Ch ittick  and Himelstein
(1967) observed the dyadic e f fe c t  with males in a group s ituation , defined
as e ith er  ascendant or submissive, according to A ll port's A-S
Reaction Scale. The males revealed more when others revealed more of
themselves to them and revealed less when others revealed less to them
regardless of whether they were ascendant or submissive. The authors
predicted that submissive indiv iduals ' disclosure levels would be
more conforming to the groups' than that of ascendant individuals.
F in a l ly ,  impulsive subjects have been found to report more disclosure
to friends than nonimpulsive subjects > Kipnis and Goodstadt (1970) (cited .
>in Chelune, 19 /9).
3 . Self-Disclosure and Interpersonal Exchange. The following
studies spec if ica l ly  focused on self-d isclosure behavior of subjects
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sel f -d i  s^t^urp-paradi qm. Nondisclosure
in actual in teraction with each other, as contrasted with most of the 
foregoing research paradigms which asked subjects to observe an 
in teraction or read one (Cozby, 1972; Chaikin & Derleg, 1974 a & b).
Sailors paired in dyads, who were e ith e r  isolated from th e ir  own
V. ■
barracks or not, d iffered  in th e ir  disclosures to each other. Those
dyads who were isolated and forced into close intimacy with each
other tended to disclose more to each other as compared to th e ir  less
isolated counterparts (Altmann & Haythorn, 1965). Manipulation of
the disclosure levels (high o r tlow) and content (conventional and 
✓
deviant) of dyads revealed that what#a person discloses to another 
w il l  have a determinant e f fe c t  upon the course of subsequent in teraction  
(Ehrlich & Graeven, 1971; Chaikin & Derlega, 1974).
Derlega, Harris and Chaikin (1973) question the idea that social 
attrac t io n  mediates self-d isclosure in dyadic interactions in view of  
th e ir  finding that amount of actual self-d isclosure was s ig n if ican t ly  
higher for subjects exposed to a deviantly high confederate discloser, 
despite the fact that he was less liked than a conventional high 
discloser. The dress o f the discloser had no s ign if ican t e f fe c t  upon 
the intimacy of another's disclosure (Derlega, Walmer & Furman, 1973).
Matching of the disclosure levels of dyads revealed that low 
•disclosers matched with high disclosers disclosed more than when 
matched with other low disclosers. These low disclosers preferred 
th e ir  high disclosing partners (Jourard & Resnick, 1970). The dyadic 
disclosure input and output demonstrated that self-disclosure does 
function as a social reward and promotes s im ilar disclosure from 
others (Jourard, 1959; Jourard & Richmann, 1963; Worthy, Gary,
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& Kithn, 1969).
In the interview situation,: Vond^acek (1969) found that a 
^probing interviewer s ty le  e l ic i te d  greater amounts of self-d isclosure  
from the interviewee than e ither the re f le c t iv e  sty le  or the s e l f -  
revealing sty le  advocated by Jourard as the most beneficial in gaining 
disclosures from others. Jourard and Jaffe  (1970) found that the 
interviewer's disclosures were a powerful source o f stimulation for  
the subjects to reveal more than they had intended about themselves.
Experimenter-subject distance and self-d isc losure , and the e f fe c t  
of self-d isclosure on psychological tes t  findings have also been 
studied. Jourard and Friedman (1970) found that male subjects
*
demonstrated a weak trend to disclose more to a male experimenter, when 
the experimenter maintained continuous eye contact with the subject, 
while th is experimental s ituation tended to produce a reduced amount 
of disclosure for female subjects. Jourard and Kopmann (1968) found 
a s ign if ican t but small change in the Edwards Personal Preference 
' Schedules of male and female subjects who met with the experimenter 
for three 20 minute interviews," as compared to a group who did not 
meet with the experimenter. The authors stressed the need fo r more 
detailed work in this area.
Self-d.isclosure has also been investigated in a variety  of 
settings, among them the therapy setting (Truax & Carkhuff, 1965), 
the s e n s it iv i ty  tra in ing group (Lubin, 1965), the marathon group 
(Weigel, Dinges, Dyer, & Straumfjord, 1972), and attitudes to 
psychotherapy (Todd & Shapira, 1974). Due to these varied contexts, 
i t  is d i f f i c u l t  to arr ive  at an overall unifying statement about s e l f ­
disclosure. One set of investigators found that the greater the
l
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therap ist 's  disclosure, the greater was the p at ien t 's  disclosure 
(Truax & Carkhuff, 1965), while another set (Weigel e t  a l . ,  1972) 
found that there was a negative correlation between the group therap ist 's  
self-disclosures and the group's assessment of the mental health of  
the therap ist. A very general, yet pointed, conclusion to this  
section comes from Derlega, Harris and Chaikin (1973) who state that— ^  
"the dynamic underlying the reciprocity  norm are s t i l l  unclear" / { p .
283). So too are the dynamics underlying the various^conclusions in 
this review.
(4) Self-Disclosure and Other Factors. Many other factors or 
variables have been explored as to the ir  re lationship to s e l f ­
disclosure. Jourard and Lasakow (1958) studied sex and race and s e l f ­
disclosure, and found that females disclose more than males overall.-  
Also, white subjects disclose more to target persons than black
r
subjects. Married males and females tend /to disclose less to th e ir  
parents and same-sexed friends than th e ir  unmarried counterparts 
(Dimond & Hellkamp, 1969; L i t t l e f i e l d ,  1974). Concerning age and' 
self-d isc losure , Jourard (1961a) found that, as one becomes older, 
one discloses less to both parents and same-sexed friends. Studies 
concerning bodily access ib il ity  in terms of touching and s e l f ­
disclosure reveal that a man's level of disclosing to his opposite- 
sexed friend is independent of his touching that fr iend; for females, 
there is a low positive relationship between the closest male friend  
a woman discloses' to and her physical intimacy with that friend  
(Jourard, 1966; Jourard & Rubin, 1968). Concerning religious  
denomination and se lf-d isc losure , Jourard (1961c) found that Jewish
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- males tend to disclose more overall to others than Baptist, Methodist or 
Catholic males. Jourard (1961b) also'found that for female nursing 
students, se lf-d isclosure to th e ir  mother is highly correlated with th e ir  
grades in nursing courses. Research in social acces s ib i l i ty ,  as defined 
by a readiness to express matters of a persohal importance to others 
reveals a high degree of correspondence between the items of a scale 
measuring low and high acces s ib il i ty  and those topics which tend to e l i c i t  
low and high self-disclosurds (Rickers-Ovsiank'ina & Kusmin, 1958).
Although mohe research supports Jourard and Lasakcw's (1958) original  
'-2
finding that females are generally more s e lf  disclosing than males, a few 
studies have begun to re f in e  th is  global conclusion more f u l ly ,  r Chelune 
(1976a) found that females disclose more intimate information than males, 
but not more tota-1 information about themselves. Hyink (1975) found high 
ego-strength females were higher self-d isclosers than high ego-strength 
males. Cash (1975) discovered that both sd^es se lf-d isclose more to 
females than to males. Mulcahy (1973) repo<^ted that female same-sex 
disclosure was greater than male disclosure to th e ir  same-sexed l is teners .  
Rosenfeld, C iv ik ly  and Herron's (c ited  in Chelune, 1979) investigation  
into the relationship between sex and self-d isclosure found that males 
disclose more- than females when the target is specified as a stranger.
When the target is specified as a fr iend , both topical considerations, 
as well as the closeness of the parties concerned, and the setting of 
the conversation, need to be known before predictions about self-d isclosure  
can be made fo r e ith e r  sex. ThQ'point out that the relationship between 
the discloser's sex and the consequent se lf-d isclo§ure level compounds, 
when one begins to consider as Bern does the anatomical, versus psychological 
sex-of the dislo'ser, and .the respective sex of the target of disclosure.'
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Rosenfeld (1979) studied the re lationship between self-d isclosure  
o
and se lf-d isclosure avoidance. His analyses of subjects' responses to 
his developed Self-Disclosure Avoidance Questionnaire revealed interesting  
f indings. Both males and, females a l ik e  gave as an important reason for  
avoiding self-d isclosure th e ir  fear of projecting an image they did not 
want to . They also found consistent differences between the sexes for  
th e ir  avoidance of se lf-d isc losure . Males avoid self-d isclosure in order 
to maintain control in a re la tionsh ip , to avoid having to face, things 
about themselves which might force them to make changes, to avoid intimacy 
and to not incur others' negative evaluations. Females, on the other 
hand, avoid self-d isclosure in order to avoid personal hurt and problems 
in th e ir  re lationships. Females do not generally perceive control as a 
key issue in th e ir  relationships. Derlega and Chaikin (1976) asked 
subjects th e ir  impressions a f te r  reading about a f ic t io n a l male or female 
character, e ither  disclosing or not disclosing information about a 
personal problem to a man or woman as th e ir  airplane seat partner. As 
the authors predicted, disclosure which deviated from appropriate sex 
ro le  standards was seen as such. Males who disclosed the problem and ' 
females who did not disclose were seen by the male and female subjects 
as less adjusted psychologically than th e ir  counterparts (non-disclosing  
males and disclosing females).
Self-Disclosure and Mental Health
Jourard (1974) linked his concept of a healthy personality with 
Horney's concept of s e l f -a l ie n a t io n .  Se lf-a lienation  m e a ^ ^ h a t  the 
individual is alienated from his real s e l f .  Horney (1937) characterized  
the "neurotic personality of our times" as'Seeing estranged from his
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real s e l f .  Healthy personalit ies, according to Jourard (1974), are 
authentic or honest, that is ,  they know themselves and can re la te  to 
others in honest ways. They are not se lf -a l ie n a te d .  Jourard believed 
that i t  was only through disclosing ourselves to others in our 
environment that we come to recognize our true selves. Therefore, s e l f ­
disclosure is essentia) fo r an ind iv idua l's  health and the maintenance of 
his mental health.
Jourard (1974) postulates a special re lationship between s e l f -  
disclosure and mental health. Self-disclosure to others is the 
process by. which an individual comes to know himself and thus achieves 
mental health, and i t  is necessar^ fo r maintaining one's mental health . 
Jourard'proposed that low disclosure to others is indicative of a 
repression of the se lf  and an in a b i l i t y  to grow as a person.' A withdrawn 
individual who does not disclose much about himself to others w il l  be 
unable to develop a true sense of s e lf  and thus w il l  be less in touch 
with himself. Individuals learn more about themselves through interaction  
and self-d isclosure to at least one s ig n if ican t other in th e ir  m ilieu .
Thus Jourard expected self-d isclosure to be posit ive ly  related to 
indicators of positive mental health and to be negatively related to 
maladjustment or poor mental health. These relationships are not 
meant to be absolute across a l l  circumstances, since Jourard recognized 
the need for an individual to cu rta i l  his self-disclosures in certain  
situations to protect himself from harm. Chronic high self-d isclosure  
to others regardless of the circumstances, as well as chronically low 
levels of disclosure, were thus seen as maladjusted and ind icative  of 
mental i l lness .(Jourard , 1974). Therefore the relationship between
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self-d isclosure and mental health postulated by Jourard is curv il inear  
in nature. That is ,  too l i t t l e  disclosure or too much disclosure may be 
associated with an unhealthy personality, while some intermediate amount 
under appropriate conditions is indicative of a health ier personality.
In l ig h t  of the above proposal, Jourard's notion that an ind iv idual-  
enters therapy, perhaps because he does not or cannot disclose to others 
is quite plausible and in teresting .
Cozby (1973) commented that th is hypothesized relationship, is
" in tu i t iv e ly  compel 1in g ." He writes:
the individual who c h a rac te r is t ica lly  never discloses may 
be unable to establish close relationships with others.
A large°portion of his s e lf  may be seen as threatening and 
is repressed. The individual who discloses a great dea-l 
to anyone may be perceived as maladjusted and also unable 
to re la te  to others because of a preoccupation with his 
own s e l f .  The medium discloser may disclose a great 
deal to someone who is very close and generally maintains 
a moderately close relationship with others, (p. 78)
Jourard and his colleagues in th e ir  e a r l ie r  research demonstrated 
a preoccupation with obtaining disclosure levels of m$ny d if fe re n t  
groups of individuals. One may wonder, however, what the motivations are 
which are behind these d if fe r in g  disclosure levels and whether these
4
motivations (or reasons for disclosure) are comparable across groups of 
subjects. The following section deals s p ec if ica l ly  with research in the 
area of self-d isclosure and neurosis, which in turn lays the foundation 
fo r  the question of what motivates neurotic patients in .p a r t ic u la r  to  
disclose. A further question that also might be asked here is whether 
these reasons for disclosure are comparable to those of more normal 
subjects. ,
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Resear.ch on Self-Disclosure and Mental Health
Stanley and Bownes (1966) were the f i r s t  to investigate Jourard's 
notion that self-disclosure is related to mental health. They 
administered the Maudsley Personality Inventory, as a measure of 
neuroticism, and the J.S.D.O. - 60 to male-and female students (135 
students t o t a l ) .  No.consistent relationship was found between an 
ind iv id ua l's  past disclosure level and neuroticism. Total self-d isclosure  
to tne four targets correlated -.067 with neuroticism fo r  females and 
.loi fo r males. Thus this evidence did not support Jourard's thesis of a 
positive relationship between self-d isclosure and mental health.
9 / Pedersen and Breglio (1968) investigated the relationship between
actual se lf-d isc losure , as measured by subjects' answers to f iv e  J.S.D.Q. 
topics, and various personality variables (Extraversion; Neuroticism; 
/Cycloid Disposition, measuring emotional in s ta b i l i ty ;  Thinking Introversion, 
/measuring an a tt itude  of re f le c t io n  and introspection; £goperativeness;
/ and Rhathymia, measuring a happy-go-lucky a t t i tu d e ) .  In addition to the 
/ Pedersen Personality Inventory, of which the above personality variables 
/ are scales, the Gough Femininity scale was administered to a group of
/ students of both sexes. A re la t iv e ly  small number of s ig n if ican t
/  correlations were found. For females, there was no s ig n if ican t
correlation between the personality variables and self-d isc losure . .
However, for the 26 males sampled, the Neuroticism and Cycloid 
Disposition scales were p o s it ive ly  related to se lf-d isc losure . These 
personality variables are themselves highly related to each other ( r  =
.94 ), and' both measure emotional in s ta b i l i t y .  Thus males.who disclosed
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more about themselves were more maladjusted than th e ir  less disclosing 
counterparts. This evidence tends to contradict Jourard's thesis as to 
the re lationship between self-d isclosure and mental health.
Mayo (1968) compared the self-d isclosure of female neurotic  
inpatients , normals, and a group of females who scored within the 
Personal I l ln ess  range o f the Symptom Sign Inventory, but who had not 
been treated for nervous trouble within the past year. The self-d isclosure  
scores of these subjects were correlated with other measures of personal 
i l ln e s s ,  personality, in te l l ig en ce , social class, and other disclosure 
( i . e . ,  the perception of the disclosure level of others to oneself). Mayo 
is unique among the researchers to be reviewed in this section in that 
he was the only one to use a c l in ic a l  population fo r such an investigation.  
He found that the neurotic inpatients were s ig n if ican tly  lower in th e ir  
self-d isc losure  and other disclosure scores than the other two groups.
The group scoring within the Personal I l lness range and manifesting 
neurotic symptoms, disclosed at a level between the other two groups, and 
was closer to the inpatients ' level than to the normal subjects. Thus 
there was not much support fo r the idea that low self-d isclosure is  
associated with neurotic breakdown as d is t in c t  from neurotic symptoms.
There was, however, support fo r the notion that neurotics self-d isclose  
a t  a lower level than normals. Thus with females Jourard's thesis is  
p a r t ia l ly  supported here. An interesting finding, in addition, was that 
only the women who were neurotic considered that they disclose more to 
others than others do to them. Mayo states "some neurotics may well 
monopolize conversation and e f fe c t iv e ly  reduce other disclosure; others 
may be genuinely in a position of lack of mutuality when they contrast
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th e ir  own self-d isclosure with that of the other person (p. 146)." Mayo 
(1968) also intimates that i t  was perhaps the high degree of reciprocity  
between s e lf  and other disclosure in the group with neurotic symptoms 
that could be associated with avoidance o f neurotic breakdown in this  
group.
Pedersen and Higbee (1969) further researched the existence of sex 
differences in self-d isclosure and the personality correlates that may 
accompany them. Male and female freshmen and sophomores were administered 
the J.S.D.Q. -60, a shortened version o f■ the J.S.D.Q. -  25, .the six 
personality scales of the Pedersen Personality Inventory, and the Gough 
Femininity scale. Females disclosed more overall than males which is 
consistent with previous findings. There appeared to be no relationship  
between the masculin ity-femininity variable and the self-d isclosure  
measures of e ither  sex. For females, there were found to be many low or 
near zero correlations between th e ir  self-d isclosure scores and the 
personality variables. What s ign if ican t correlations were present were 
negative, and were between the Neuroticism scale and disclosure to 
Father ( - . 4 0 ) ,  and between Cooperativeness and disclosure to Female 
Friend ( - . 3 7 ) .  This evidence p a r t ia l ly  supports Jourard's thesis, but 
the positive re lationship between self-di.sclosure and s ta b i l i t y  did not 
generalize to any of the other targets (Mother and Male Friend).
Concerning the males, those who disclosed more to the ir  best male and 
female friends tended to be more meditative and emotionally unstable.
This supports Pedersen and Breglio 's (1968) finding of a positive^  
relationship between maladjustment and self-d isclosure in males only.
Persons and Marks' (1970) research lends further support to the 
*
J
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above conclusions . They paired both college male'.students and male 
prison inmates as interviewers to male inmates on the basis of sim ilar  
or d iss im ilar M.M.P.I. code types. The interviewers received 36 hours of 
interviewing tra in ing to become as f a c i l i t a t i v e  as possible in having 
the interviewers disclose. The interviewers discussed two self-chosen 
items from a l i s t  of 25 sentence stems for f ive  minutes each in the 
absence of the interviewer. Then they discussed f iv e  items varying in 
intimacy from the same l i s t  in the presence of the interviewer. The 
researchers found that there was no s ig n if ican t d ifference between the 
college interviewers and the inmates in terms of a b i l i t y  to e l i c i t  the 
interv iewer's  responses. The subjects' intimacy of self-d isclosure was 
s ig n if ic a n t ly  greater on a l l  ra ter measures when the interviewer and 
interviewee had the same M.M.P.I. code type, except fo r the 4-8 code 
type. Jhe greater the inmate, interviewer's psychopathology as measured 
by his M.M.P.I. elevations, the more self-d isclosing he was to the 
student interviewer. Also, the less the inmate was liked by the student 
as w e ll .  Only when the inmates were the‘ interviewers was there a 
posit ive , s ign if ican t relationship between the interviewer's rating of 
how much he liked the interviewee and the interviewee's intimacy. In 
this instance, Jourard's finding that greater intimacy correlates with 
greater l ik in g  fo r  the interviewee was supported; this was not the case, 
however, in the student-inmate interviews. The researchers note that in  
the student-inmate pairings i t  would not be adaptive to be too s e l f -  
disclosing to a re la t iv e  stranger, and that the inmates whowere “ ...were  
experiencing the most intrapsychic pressure (p. 391)." These inmates 
had the most pathological M.M.P.I. code type of 4 -8 . The authors
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state , " . . .s e l f -d is c lo s u re  or interpersonal intimacy does not seem to be 
a unidimensional^construct, but instead is a complex in teraction of social 
class, psychopathology, s ituational variables and the personal 
a ttr ibu tes  of two people in an interpersonal encounter (p . 391)."
Truax, Altmann, and Wittmer (1973) investigated personality  
adjustment as measured by the M .M .P .I . ,  and self-d isclosure as measured
by the J.S.D.Q. - 60 ( ta rg e t being "closest personal f r ie n d " ) ,  in an '
k #
e f fo r t  to f^ id  any relationships between the two. They hypothesized
that ( 1 ) the more "disturbed" an individual was, the less self-d isclosure  
he would manifest to others in his everyday l i f e ,  and ( 2 ) that a person 
w il l  disclose more to someone he believes is a person of goodwill.
Males and females between the ages of 17 and 26 were given the above.
• .measurements plus a Relationship Questionnaire which measured the 
f a c i l i t a t i v e  conditions they perceived the fr iend they disclosed to as 
having (empathy, warmth, genuiness, e t c . ) .  The authors noted a general 
tendency fo r  the least well-adjusted students to show the greatest  
amount of se lf-d isclosure, and for the more, wel1 -adjusted students to 
/ \  show the least amount when the target person was the ir  closest fr iend .
With the results of the Relationship Questionnaire taken into account, 
the males who perceived the f a c i l i t a t i v e  conditions fo r disclosure 
from th e ir  closest fr iend demonstrated a positive relationship between 
th e ir  self-disclosures and adjustment. However, those males who 
perceived a low f a c i l i t a t iv e  condition tended to demonstrate a negative 
relationship between th e ir  adjustment and self-disclosures to the fr iend .  
In p a rt ic u la r ,  there were s ig n if ican t positive correlations between the 
sum of self-disclosures for these males and the M.M.P.I scales of Hs,
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D, Hy, Pt, and the Welsh Anxiety Index. No such relationships  
appeared between the females' se lf-d isclosure and the above scales 
indicating a neurotic adjustment.
From the foregoing, i t  appears that there is a d if fe re n t  re la t io n ­
ship between neuroticism or personality measures o f emotional in s ta b i l i ty  
(readjustm ent) and self-d isclosure patterns in males and females. The 
more maladjusted or neurotic the male is ,  the greater are his s e l f ­
disclosures to others as compared to his more stable colleagues. No 
such relationship has been consistently found for females;.in  fa c t ,  the 
research l i te ra tu re  reviewed points to the re lationship between s e l f ­
disclosure and neuroticism in females being a t the zero level (Pedersen 
& Breglio, 1968; Stanley & Bownes, 1966, Truax, Altmann & Wittmer, 1973), 
or as being a low, negative one (Mayo, 1968; Pedersen & Hi^bee, 1969). 
Duckro, Duckrd, and Beal (1976) found a s ig n if ican t ,  positive  
correlation ( .47 )  between anxiety, as a measure of diminished mental 
health, and the self-disclosures of 23 black female college students. 
These women were administered the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, as well 
as completing measures of th e ir  hostile  press (Thematic Apperception 
T es t) ,  authoritarianism, and th e ir  self-d isclosure as measured by the 
completion of 20 sentence stems (Green's Self-Disclosure Sentence Blank). 
However, the authors note that these results can only be generalized 
to black females, and thus the ir  general impact is one of diminished 
importance. The authors do propose an in teresting notion that s e l f -  
disclosure may have served 4 S a release mechanism fo r  the anxious 
women in the ir  .study.
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Statement of the Problem
As previously mentioned, Jourard believed that self-d isclosure is  
both a' symptom of good mental health as well as a primary instrument 
fo r achieving i t .  Previous studies have focused on the disclosure 
levels of normal and neurotic males and females. There appears to be a 
d if fe re n t  relationship between neuroticism and self-d isc losure  between 
the sexes. The more maladjusted a male is ,  the greater his s e l f ­
disclosure is as compared.to his more stable colleagues. On the other 
hand, the findings fo r  females do not c learly  define the nature of the 
re la tionship , i f  any, between neuroticism and se lf-d isclosure.
As important as i t  is to be cognizant of these d if fe re n t  
disclosure leve ls , one wonders what the motivating factors are behind 
these self-d isclosures. The answer to this question goes a step beyond 
the ta l ly in g  of disclosure level scores. Obviously individuals w i l l  
disclose to another fo r various-reasons, and these reasons w i l l  change 
depending upon the target of the disclosures and the circumstances 
surrounding the disclosure. Perhaps, neurotic individuals self-d isclose  
fo r  d if fe re n t  reasons than normals, being spurred by d i f fe re n t  needs. 
Although various researchers have offered speculations as to reasons 
behind the disclosure levels of th e ir  subjects, none that the author 
is aware of have attempted to investigate this area d ire c t ly .
Rosenfeld (1979) did attempt to re la te  se lf-d isclosure, as measured by "• 
Wheel ess. and Grotz' Revised Self-Disclosure Scales, with s e l f -  
disclosure avoidance. He developed an 18-item Self-Disclosure  
Avoidance Questionnaire when administered to normals yielded 
interesting s im i la r i t ie s  and differences between the motivations behind
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male and female avoidance of se lf-d isc losure . However, Rosenfeld 
l im ited himself to reasons for avoidance of se lf-d isc losure , and'also 
worked e n t ire ly  with normal subjects alone.
The purpose of this study was to develop an objective questionnaire, 
based on a normal population, fo r measuring motivations for s e l f ­
disclosure. I t  was hoped that this questionnaire might be of use in 
investigating these motives in subsequent studies in this area in 
order to arr ive  a t a better understanding of the phenomenon of 
disclosure to^others. 'A^second purpose of the study was to apply this  
questionnaire to a neurotic patient population in an e f fo r t  to
f
understand the factors underlying th e ir  disclosures. Previous research 
on self-d isc losure  has found d i f fe re n t  disclosure levels fo r  neurotics 
and normals, and d if fe re n t  disclosure levels for. neurotic males and 
females. An exploration in this area through investigation of neurotic  
patients ' reasons for disclosure might shed some l ig h t  on the above 
mentioned d ifferences. *
C lin icians are the recipients of many of the most personal 
disclosures of th e ir  c l ien ts ;  some c lien ts  are more read ily  disclosing 
than others. The demand characteristics of the therapeutic setting  
including a professional "1 is tenerlf̂ and a c l ie n t  in psychological 
turmoil make self-d isclosure the most "appropriate" thing to do. The 
motivating factors appear to be quite c lear fo r  provoking disclosure. 
What motivates these individuals to te l l  another about themselves 
in less demanding circumstances? One wonders s p ec if ica l ly  whether 
neurotic individuals base th e ir  self-disclosures on a d i f fe re n t  set 
of reasons than normals. Jourard viewed neurotics as being unable to
I
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disclose to others and thus less able to know themselves and achieve
mental health. I f  this is so, the in terest of the author and this
study was to explore what makes neurotic individuals have d i f f ic u l t y
in disclosing to others.
Freud and other psychoanalysts maintain that we are never f u l ly
aware of what motivates us, and, i f  th is is true, we also are not
fu l ly  aware of the motivations behind our disclosures to others. Thus
this present study is lim ited a t the outset by a subject's incomplete
*
awareness of why he chooses to t e l l  another what he does about himself.
Despite these l im ita t io n s , the questionnaire method seems to be a v
>
reasonable approach to this problem, and the findings from this  
approach could pfove to be both interesting and valuable to 
researcher and psychotherapist a l ik e .  I t  may aid in understanding 
more about why d if fe re n t  groups of subjects disclose a t  d if fe re n t  
^ leve ls . I t  may also provide a c l in ic ian  with greater s e n s it iv i ty  to 
the disclosure needs of his neurotic c l ie n ts .  In closing, a chapter in 
Chelune's book, "Self-Disclosure," Derlega wrote . . i f  we wish to 
understand and predict individuals ' se lf-d isclosing behavior, we 
must iden tify  (and measure) the major sources of value that s e l f ­
disclosure has fo r individuals" (1979, p. 176). This study is one . 
such attempt.
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CHAPTER .I I  
METHOD (
I - Development of the Experimental Scale
The f i r s t  step in th is  study consisted of the construction of an 
experimental scale of motivations for se lf-d isc losure . This scale w il l  
be referred to as the "Y" scale because i t  was developed essentia lly  
to find out why an individual discloses to others. A pool of 56 
items was f i r s t  formulated based on as broad a set as possible of 
motivating conditions which could conceivably induce an individual to 
disclose. The ideas fo r these motivating conditions came both from 
the review of the l i te ra tu re  and from discussions.with others. The 
i n i t i a l  scale items and th e ir  respective motivating factors are given 
in Appendix A. *
This 56 item preliminary scale was next administered to 180 
introductory psychology students in an e f fo r t  to determine the items
■V
and motivating conditions which would be most strongly endorsed. The 
students consisted of 140 females and 40 males, with a mean age of 
23.5 fo r the females (age range, 17-53) and 22.8 for the males (age 
range, 18-45). The instructions for completing the questionnaire 
were printed on the top of the f i r s t  page. The students were to 
indicate the ir  degree of agreement or disagreement with each of the 
statements of the scale using a f ive  point, L ikert  scale ranging 
from strongly disagree to strongly agree. All of the students
30
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completed the questionnaires out o f class and returned them to th e ir
respective instructors within a week in order to receive course c re d it .
The questionnaire, as i t  was administered to the students, is found in
\
Appendix B. The Ss' (subjects') responses were next factor analyzed 
(Principal Axis, Varimax Rotation), y ie ld ing eight s ig n if ican t  factors
T •*«»
(eigenvalue of one or more). A ll items which correlated .30 and above
f
with at least one of these factors were retained. A few additional 
items were also retained, since they covered motives which were not 
tapped by one of the factors but which were s t i l l  considered to be 
noteworthy. The resulting 40-items (see Appendix C) were again 
submitted to factor analysis (Principal. Axis, Varimax Rotation) using
, v
the responses of the orig inal subjects. Seven main factors were
obtained. These factors were next named by examining the items most-
highly correlated with t^em, and choosing the most appropriate'theme,
*
underlying each item c lus te r . .
These factors and th e ir  respective names are as follows:
Factor 1: Openness (or t ru s t ) ,  Factor 2: Defensiveness (or lack of
t r u s t ) ,  Factor 3: Catharsis (or need fo r  emotional re lease), Factor
4: Expectation of Social Norms, Factor 5: Need fo r Approval, Factor
6 : Perceived Attractiveness of Other , and Factor 7: Reciprocity
(or perceived obligation to disclose in kind to another).
The items which correlated highly with the individual factors 
were retained. For Factor 4 (Expectation of Social Norms) two sets 
■ of two items each were condensed into one item per set, since each 
item in the set stated, the sane thing but in the opposite d irection
(Appendix C, items 23 and 33, and items 42 and 47). One additional
V  •
e
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item was added to both Factors 6 (Perceived Attractiveness of Other) ■
and 7 (Reciprocity) since they o r ig in a l ly  had only two items each to 
represent th e ir  factors. The item for the f i r s t  of these factors was 
composed by the author in keeping with the fac tor 's  theme, while the 
additional item for the le t t e r  factor came from a questionnaire on 
friendship by P h il l ip s  and Metzger (1976, p. 418). As a resu lt ,
■a f in a l "Y" scale was developed which consisted of 29 items. These 
items are given in Appendix D, along with the respective factors which
was next sampled. Eighty-four of the patients were from one of the two 
psychiatric wards of Windsor Western Hospital Centre, the remaining 
12 Ss were outpatients from the Connaught C l in ic .  All of the 
inpatients were diagnosed by th e ir  attending psychiatrists 'as  
"neurotically  depressed"; many of them being described with terms such 
as the following: "depressed", "suicidal ideation", "low self-esteem",
"unresolved g u i l t " ,  "anxiety", "loneliness", and "poor coping s k i l ls . "  
The outpatients were diagnosed by th e ir  therapists in comparable 
terms those used above to describe the inpatients . Four male and
four female inpatients had long histories of alcohol abuse; two males 
a n d \ne  female had a history of drug abuse. Mean ages fo r  the males .
and females as a total group were 32.9 and 38.‘6 respectively. Table 
I: contains further demographical data on these subjects.
Measuring Instruments: Three questionnaires were next
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they represent.
I I  -  Use of the "Y" Scale with a Neurotic Population
Subjects: A group of 66 femafe and 30 male psychiatric patients
33
TABLE 1
' DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON PATIENT POPULATION
Males Females
Total Number: 30 66
Mean Age: 32.9 . 38.6
Number of Inpatient's: ■ ' 27 57





Wi dowed 0 2
Average Number of Years
of Schooling: 10 11
Occupational Status:
Employed 23 17
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administered to these Ss. The f i r s t  was the Eysenck Personality  
Inventory, Form A, which is outlined in Appendix E. This inventory 
provides measures of two personality variables: neuroticism and
extraversion. Neuroticism refers .to general emotional overresponsiveness 
and a tendency toward neurotic breakdown under stress. Extraversion 
refers to characteristics l ik e  being outgoing, uninhibited, impulsive 
and sociable. This inventory was use'd in the present study because of 
i t s  reputation for being a b r ie f ,  yet valid  measure of neuroticisnl.
I t  was used here as a more objective measure of neuroticism to be 
compared with and substantiate the'diagnostic evaluations of the 
patients ' psychiatrists and therapists.
.The second questionnaire was the "Y" scale, the development of 
which has been discussed above. The Ss' mark th e ir  degree of 
agreement or disagreement with the items, using a f iv e  point, L ikert  
type of scale ranging from "Strongly Disagree (one point) to "Strongly 
Agree" ( f iv e  points) (see Appendix F for a copy of this scale as 
administered to the pa tien ts ) .
The la s t  questionnaire was the Jourard 40-item Self-Disclosure  
Scale and answer sheet (see Appendix G fo r  the questionnaire as 
administered to the pa tien ts ) .  This scale measures disclosure levels  
on a variety  of topics which can be considered of varying levels of  
intimacy. The content of the topics is more appropriate for an older 
subject group than some of Jourard's other disclosure questionnaires, 
which are heavily focused on school work and attitudes towards' 
authority f igures. TheSs' were instructed to make the ir  level 
of disclosure ( f u l l ,  general or no disclosure) on each topic to two
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targets. These targets were the Ss* closest friends o f th e ir  own 
sex and a stranger of th e ir  own,sex. This questionnaire was used 
because i t  provided the author with an objective score fo r  each 
Ss1 self-reported amount of disclosure to others. This enabled 
the high and low se lf-d isclosers to be id en tif ied  and compared in 
respect to the underlying motivating factors fo r th e ir  disclosure  
leve ls . I t  also provided a measure for Ss' reported willingness to 
disclose to another.
Procedure; The "Y" scale and the other two questionnaires were 
administered to the patients in the following manner. All inpatients '  
charts were f i r s t  reviewed by the 'E. (experimenter) prior to so lic it in g  
them fo r  the study in order to make certain that only diagnosed 
neurotics were included in the sample. Each patient was approached
ind iv idua lly  by the £  and was asked to volunteer for the study. The
study was b r ie f ly  described, and the Ss were assured th a t  the ir
responses to the questionnaire would be held in complete confidence.
I f  the Ŝ agreed to p a rt ic ip a te ,  the £  arranged a mutually agreeable 
time fo r the completion of the questionnaire. The Ŝ was also told 
that he would receive feedback in the form of a l e t t e r  on the study 
once i t  was completed, i f  so he wished. Ss completed the questionnaires 
alone or in groups of up to four participants in an experimental 
room under the supervision of the E_.
For the outpatient volunteers, the ir  partic ipation  was 
requested through th e ir  therapists who acted as intermediaries between 
the £  and Ŝ . The appropriateness of the Ŝ in terms of diagnosis of 
neurosis was based on the therapists ' judgement; only those outpatients
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who were judged appropriate were approached by the E_ or th e ir  
therap ist 's  recommendations. The therapist introduced the study to 
the prospective Ŝ  and i f  the expressed in te res t ,  the E would 
- generally contact the 5 for a meeting time. Most of the outpatient  
Ss were administered the questionnaires ind iv idually  with the same 
procedure applying as with the inpatients. The difference lay in the 
fac t that the inpatient Ss were verbally  informed about the study by 
the while most of the outpatient Ss read a b r ie f  information sheet 
about the study presented to them by th e ir  therapist (see Appendix H). 
The outpatients' willingness to partic ipate  in the study was demonstrated 
by th e ir  signing of a consent form with their ' 'therap ist as a witness 
(see Appendix I for the form as administered to the Ss).
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CHAPTER I I I  
RESULTS
This study was primarily exploratory in nature. Thus the important 
results w i l l  be presented in two sections: ( 1 ) the main findings
concerning the "Y" Scales and i ts  factors, and (2) other s ign if ican t  
f ind ings.
(1 )• Y Scale Main Findings
The Y Scale is composed of seven scales or factors which are given 
in Table 2. Included in this table are the group means and standard 
deviations for the male and female neurotics and tota l neurotic group 
on each scale. These scores were arrived at by assigning one point 
for each degree of agreement on the answer form from Strongly Disagree 
(one point) to Strongly Agree ( f iv e  points).
The group means in this table fo r both sexes are f a i r ly  close with
the largest differences occurring fo r  the Openness and Perceived
Attractiveness of Other scales. None of the sex differences reported in
the table are .s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ig n if ican t.  From inspection of the group 
means in the tab le , i t  appears that the neurotic group endorsed the 
Defensiveness and Catharsis scales the most, and the Reciprocity and 
Openness scales the least. Thus from these endorsements i t  appears that  
the neurotics describe themselves as a group as being defensive, less 
able to be open in th e ir  disclosures to others, and as desiring emotiona(l 
release through disclosure to others. They c o llec t ive ly  described
37


















SEVEN Y SCALES AND THEIR\RESPECTIVE
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR THE NEUROTIC GROUP
Female Neurotics Male Neurotics Total Neuroti c Group
Scale Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation
Openness . 11.83 5.05 11.13 4.83 11.61 4.97
(Open) {5 items)
Defensiveness 
(Def) ( 6  items) ■18.94 5.35 18.40 4.79 18.77 5.16
Catharsi s





(Exp) (3 items) 8.36 2.41 8.73 2.43 8.48 2.41
Need fo r Approval 
(App) (3 items) 8.63 2.97 8.23 3.43 8.51 3.11
Perceived A t t ra c t ­
iveness of Other 
(A t t r )  (3 items) 8.50 2.63 9.27 2.94 8.74 2.73
Reciprocity




th e ir  self-d isclosure to others as being least motivated by feelings of 
obligation to disclose because others have disclosed to them.
A factor analysis (Principal Axis, Varimax Rotation) was 
performed on the patients ' responses to the Y Scale to see whether the 
resulting factors would coincide with the factors determined from the 
original student group. Table 3 includes the resulting factors, th e ir  
eigenvalues, and the items with th e ir  respective factor loadings which' 
cluster around each fac tor . Only items with factor loadings of .30
or more were included in each fac tor.
In comparing Factor I with the original factors (see Appendix D), 
the highest loaded item (19) corresponds to that of Factor 5 measuring 
Need for Approval. The next highest item (23) is included in another 
fac tor, Perceived Attractiveness of Other, with the.-remaining four items 
sampling s t i l l  d i f fe re n t  factors. Thus Factor I appears to replicate  
only minimally the Need for Approval fa c to r . I t  is very d i f f i c u l t  to 
in te rp re t  this factor which appears to be a general factor underlying 
the scale including a host of motives which contribute to a patient's  
proneness to disclose to others or not to disclose, to others.
Factor 2 has a l l  f ive  of i ts  items identical to the original  
Defensiveness factor and thus seems to c learly  measure defensiveness. 
Factor 3 has nine items, f ive  of which (1, 28, 6 , 9, 22) correspond to 
the items irr the orig inal Catharsis factor. The highest loaded item 
(29) is included in another factor o f the orig inal factor analysis,  
Perceived Attractiveness of Other. Thus i t  appears that Factor 3 
strongly suggests a Catharsis factor including the need for tension 
reduction through disclosure. Also tapped in this factor are the need
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TABLE 3
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF Y SCALE WITH PATIENTS





Factor 1 ( Ei genvalue = 6.06)
19 .77 I f  I think somebody w i l l  think more of me, I ' l l  
t e l l  them my personal thoughts.
23 .72 When I feel attracted to someone, I don't mind 
te l l in g  them about myself even i f  I overdo i t  a 
bi t .
7 .53 I f  a person t e l ls  you-intimate secrets about 
himself you shotftd return the courtesy by giving 
him the same in-formation about you.
25 .53 When people t e l l  me personal things about 
themselves, I fe'fel I must do the same.
14 .47 Strangers I meet could get to know personal things 
about me irp-arkshort time.
8 .38 When I fe e f  that someone is interested in 
l istening to me, even i f  I 've  ju s t  met them, I can 
pretty w e l l \ e l l  them my l i f e  story.
Factor 2 (Eigenvalue = 2.17)
13 .70 The less I t e l l  anyone about myself, the less they 
have "on me."
24 . 68 I l ike  to keep my thoughts, feelings and wishes to 
myself because others can use them against me.
20 .43 I'm quite a fra id  of te l l in g  others too much about 
myself since I may be hurt.
15 .42 The less you discuss personal matters with others, 
the more control you have of your l i f e .
4 .32 I t 's f to o  great a risk to ta lk  about oneself to 
others.
Factor 3 (Eigenvalue = 1.57)
29 .63 I surprise myself sometimes when I b lu rt  out 
personal information about myself to someone I fee' 
attracted to.
1 .57 I feel so tense’ a l l  the time, I need to ta lk  to
others about myself.
Conti nued





Loading j Item Description
27 . .53 When in a-group, I try  to keep up with the con­
versation even i f  i t  means saying more personal, 
things about myself than I had intended.
28 ' • 50 ■ I am quite sensitive and feel I often need t o - te l l  
others how I f e e l .
5 .50 Keeping friends is more important to me even i f  i t  
means revealing my private thoughts and feelings to 
them.
6 .49 I can't stop talk ing about my problems; i t  calms 
me down.
9 .47 Right now, I feel as i f  I need to get a lo t  of 
personal things "o ff  my chest."
22 .42 The more I ta lk  about my problems, the better I 
f e e l .
■3 .33 I. feel more comfortable having my friends know me 
. to a great extent.
Factor 4 (Eiqenvalue = 1.27)
26 .54 I t ' s  hard fo r me to say something personal about 
myself since others may not approve of me.
2 .53 My job (or social group) requires me to ta lk  a lo t  
about myself.
25 .37 When people t e l l  me personal things about them­
selves, I feel I must do the same.
Factor 5 (Eiqenvalue = 1.07)
12 .81 I f  I can 't t e l l  others about my personal feelings, 
I get depressed and feel lonely.
Factor 6 (Eigenvalue = .89)
18 .73 Almost anyone can get me to ta lk  about myself.
17 .69 I often t e l l  strangers about myself.
n .46 I t  takes me next to no time to feel comfortable 
ta lk ing about myself to people in general.
14 .43 Strangers I meet could get to know personal things 
about me in a short time.
6 .42 ,1 can't stop talking about my problems; i t  calms 
me down.
Factor 7 (Eigenvalue = .83)
16 .50 The more a ttrac t ive  someone is to me, the more I 
w il l  t e l l  them about myself.
Conti nued
i




Number Loading Item Description
15 .35 The less you discuss personal matters with others,
the more control j(ou have-of.your l i f e .
17 .33 I often te l l  strangers about myself.
Factor 8 (Eigenvalue = .59)
21 .63 I ta lk  as much about myself as is expected of me to
do so.
10 .45 I ta lk  about myself according to how much I view
is proper for my sex to do so in my group.
11 .37 I t  takes me next to no time to feel comfortable
-
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■ fo r relatedness and acceptance from others, self-d isclosure to overcome 
social anxiety, and a fear of rejection in social s ituations.
Factor 4 has three items which are included in three d if fe ren t  
factors of the orig inal analysis: Item 26 is  a Defensiveness item ;{Factor
2 ) ,  item 2 is included in the Expectation of Social Norms factor  
(Factor 4) and item 25 is a Reciprocity item (Factor 7 ).  This factor  
is c learly  undefined but i t  appears to re la te  to the co n f l ic t  between 
the feejing of obligation to ta lk  about oneself and the fear of  
disapproval from others.
Factor 5 is composed of one item which is included in' the original 
Catharsis factor (Factor 3). The item indicates the notion of disclosure 
as being a coping mechanism for depression. The majority o f the 
patients were depressed, and thus i t  appears that talking"about • 
themselves and th e ir  problems was vidwed as desirable by them and as a 
cathart ic  release for depression.
Four of f ive  items of Factor 6 (18, 17, 11, 14) correspond to the 
.o r ig ina l Openness fac to r .  Thus th is factor paralle ls  closely the.
Openness fac tor , although i t s  eigenvalue ( .89 ) is below the level of  
significance of 1.00. Factor 7 is also in s ig n if ican t from inspection of  
i ts  eigenvalue. The three items are found in three d if fe re n t  factors  
in the original analysis and are inconsistent with each other which 
makes this factor impossible to in te rp re t .
Lastly, Factor 8 has two items (21, 10) which correspond to those 
in the orig inal Expectation of Social Norms factor. The other item is 
an Openness item. Thus i t  seems to measure a feeling of ease in 
conversations with others together with the expectation that one is
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supposed to communicate and reveal oneself to others.
From the foregoing, . i t  can be concluded that the presence of four 
of the orig inal factors was c learly  reconfirmed in this analysis of the 
patients' responses: Defensiveness, Catharsis, ‘Openness and
Expectation of Social Norms. A unique factor (Factor 5) for coping with 
depression emerged from the patien t,;group being unparalleled in the 
original group. Thus the patients' responses indicate a s im ilar group 
of factors as motives underlying th e ir  self-disclosures to others as is 
true fo r normals. These factors which did emerge fo r the patient group 
do re f le c t  some of the problem areas of neurotics, in general as 
anxiety in social s ituations, conflic ts  between revealing oneself and 
possibly being rejected by others, fears^ of a lienating others, needs for 
tension reduction and a f f i l i a t io n  with others.
Pearson Product-Moment Correlations were next calculated among a l l  
the Y Scale factors on scales fo r the neurotic group as a whole and for  
males and females separately. These correlations are detailed in 
Table "4. Almost a l l  of the scales are s ig n if ic a n t ly  positive ly  correlated  
with each other, except for Defensiveness which shows minimal 
correlations with the other scales. This is to be expected since high 
endorsement o f the items of this scale indicates a tendency towards’ 
low disclosure to others, while the converse is true for the other 
scales. Thus these scales, except for Defensiveness, are not 
independent, although fo r  the group as a whole and for the females 
no in tercorre la tion  is above .60 which is satisfactory overa ll .  For the- 
malesv'the correlations-Ktend to be higher pctssdbly due to the smaller 
sample size o f th fe  broup as compared to the females.



















INTERCORRELATIONS OF THE SEVEN FACTORS OF THE Y SCALE 
FOR TOTAL- NEUROTIC GROUP AND FOR FEMALES AND MALES IN THIS GROUP
Open Def Cath
Total Neurotic Group
Exp App A tt r Reci
Openness ------ -V
Defensi veness -.05 — ).
Catharsis 52*** .02 ----- r
Expectation of
Social Norms .35*** . 21* . .24* ----
Need fo r Approval .53*** .03 .60** .3 1 ***
Perceived
Attractiveness of
Other >, .47 *** .02 .5 0 *** 27***
Reciprocity
t
54 * * * ' . 1 0 .48 *** .3 6 ***
C f ) * * *
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.08
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Other .39*** .07 .17 .37***
Reciprocity - # 44* * * .16 .37*** .26* , 54* * * 4*1***













































.73***  .38* 1
P
of Other .69*** - .06* .61 ***  .45** .75 *** -----
Reciprocity yy*** - . 0 0 .73 ***  .52 ***  ■»
g d * * * .63***
«
*  £  Z. .05 
* *  S . L - 0J 




T-tests ( tw o -ta iled ) for^the difference between independent 
correlations were completed to see whether there were any s ig n if ican t  
differences in the above scale in tercorrelations between males and 
females. S ign if icant differences (p Z . . 05 )  between the sexes were found 
in the following pairs of scale intercorrel£t-ions: Catharsis and'
Reciprocit.y, Need fo r  Approval and Perceived Attractiveness of Other, 
Openness and Expectation of Social Norms, and Openness and Reciprocity. 
All four in tercorre lations are much higher for the males than fo r the 
females. However, one must be cautious when examining these
differences, since a l l  the scale in tercorre lations for the males are
in f la ted  across comparisons when compared with those of the females.
The Jourard Self-Disclosure Questionnaire -  40 (see Appendix G)
was employed in this study to measure the amount of splf-disclosure
reported by the patients on 40 topics to th e ir  closest same-sexed
fr iend , and th e ir  willingness to disclose to a same-sexed stranger.
Scores fo r disclosure on each topic were calculated by giving 0 points
for ratings of no disclosure or refusal to disclose, 1_ point fo r p art ia l
disclosure, and 2 points fo r  fu l l  disclosure. Tota lling  these scores
• over the 40 topics fo r  each target person produced the disclosure scores
of Total Self-Disclosure to Closest Friend (TSDC), and Total S e lf-
Disclosure to Stranger (TSDS). A Total Self-Disclosure score (TSD)
> '
for each patient was also obtained by combining the TSDC and TSDS scores, 
indicating overall amount of disclosure to others.
The in te rco rre la t io n s 'o f  these disclosure measures are reported ' 
in Table 5. As can be seen from this tab le , a ll  of these measures 
(TSD, TSDS, TSDC) are s ig n if ican t ly  correlated with each other. The
*
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TABLE 5
CORRELATIONS AMONG JQURARD DISCLOSURE 
MEASURES FOR TOTAL NEUROTIC GROUP
Total Group (N = 96) 
.85 ***
.80***
TSD - TSDG 
TSDC - TSDS 
TSD - TSDS
* * * £ £ . 0 0 1
/
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correlations for TSD are high because this scale is composed of the 
other two disclosure scores. On the other hand the correlation between 
TSDS and tSDC is only moderate in degree.
Included in Table 6 are the means and standard deviations of these 
measures for the neurotic group as a whole, as well as for the males 
and females separately. Overall,  females report that they disclose 
s l ig h t ly  more than the males in to ta l and towards th e ir  closest same-, 
sexed fr iend . The males were w i l l in g  to disclose s l ig h t ly  more to a 
same-sexed stranger than the females. Both males and females disclosed 
considerably more to th e ir  closest friends than to strangers as might 
be expected. None of the-above sex differences are s ta t is t ic a l ly
i
s i g n i f i c a n t .
Pearson Product-Moment Correlations were next calculated between
the foregoing disclosure measures and the factors or scales of the
Y Scale. Several s ign if ican t correlations were found which are
. indicated in Table 7. As can be seen from this tab le , total s e l f -
•*> disclosure (TSD) for the group as a whole is s ig n if ic a n t ly  positively^
're la te d  to Catharsis ( . 2 0 ) and s ig n if ic a n t ly ,  negatively related to 
0
Defensiveness ( - .2 1 ) .  Thus those individuals who reported disclosing 
greater amounts to th e ir  closest same-sexed fr iends , or more willingness 
to disclose to same-sexed strangers tended to also endorse the need 
fo r  emotional release as an underlying motive for th e ir  disclosures. 
Furthermore, they tended to describe theqiselves as being more trustfu l  
of others and nondefensitfe in th e ir  a tt itude  about disclosure.
Disclosure of the neurotic group to a closest friend (TSDC) is again 
s ig n if ic a n t ly ,  negatively related to Defensiveness ( - . 2 2 ) ,  while
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TABLE 6
MEANS AND STANDARD.DEVIATIONS OF THE 
JOURARD SELF-DISCLOSURE MEASURES FOR TOTAL
NEUROTIC GROUP AND FOR FEMALES AND MALES
i  ___________________________________________ !_________________
Total Group (N=96) Females (N=6 6 ) Males (N=30)
Total Self-DTsclosure
Mean 68.39 69.79 65.30
Standard Deviation 26.11 24.60 29.37
Total Self-Disclosure to
Closest f r ien d
Mean 48.86 51 .05 43.93
Standard Deviation 16.88 16.51 16.93
Total Self-Disclosure to
Stranqer
Mean 19.56 18.74 21 .37
Standard Deviation 14.75 13.70 16.92


















CORRELATIONS OF TSD, TSDC AND TSDS WITH THE 
SEVEN FACTORS OF THE Y SCALE FOR TOTAL NEUROTIC
GROUP, FEMALES AND MALES
TSD
Total Self-Disclosure  
Scores
TSDC
Total Self-Disclosure  
to Closest Friend Scores
TSDS
Total Self-Disclosure  
to Stranger Scores
Group IN=96)
Openness v .19 .08 .24*
Defensiveness - . 21 * - . 22* - . 1 2
Catharsis . 20* .12 . 22*
Expectation of Social
Norms - .0 7 - . 1 2 .02
Need fo r Approval -.16 .09 .18
Perceived Attractiveness
of Other .11 .02 .17
Reciprocity . 12 .02 ■ .  -19
Females (N=6 6 )
Openness .30 .13 / .37 ***
Defensi veness - .2 5 * - .2 6 * / - .1 3
Catharsis .29* .16 33***
'Expectation of Social
Norms - . 0 2  ' -- - . 1 1 .08
Need fo r Approval .28* .18 .28*
Perceived Attractiveness < *
of Other .18 .08 .23
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TABLE 7 Continued
TSD .
Total Self-Disclosure  
Scores
TSDC
Total Self-Disclosure  
to Closest Friend Scores
TSDS
Total Self-Disclosure  
to Stranger Scores
Males (N=30)
Openness -.04 - .0 7 . 00
Defensiveness -.15 - .17 - .09
Catharsi s - . 0 0 - . 0 2 .02
Expectation of Social
Norms -.14 - . 1 2 - . 1 2
Need fo r Approval - .05 - . 1 1 .02
Perceived
Attractiveness of .
Other .03 - . 0 1 .07
Reciprocity .15 .13 .12
*  £ £ . 0 5  
* *  £ /  .01 





disclosure to a stranger (TSDS) is posit ive ly  related to the-Openness 
( .24 )  and Catharsis ( .22 ) fac-tors. From this one may conclude that the 
more an individual reported disclosing to his closest same-sexed fr iend ,  
the more l ik e ly  he would describe himself as being less defensive or 
less fearfu l of the negative consequences of disclosure,to others.
Those patients who reported disclosing more to a satW-sexed stranger 
described themselves as having a greater need fo r emotional release 
through' disclosure in order to feel better and were also se lf-reported ly
more open, trusting , and more at ease with disclosure to others. No
\
s ign if ican t correlations in Table 7 are to be found between the 
disclosure measures and the Y Scale factors for the males.
For the females, however, Openness, Catharsis and Need for Approval 
are posit ive ly  and s ig n if ican tly  related to to ta l self-d isclosure (TSD) 
and t o t a l • disclosure to a same-sexed stranger (TSDS). These findings 
para lle l the trends reported fo r  the group as a whole, with the 
addition of the Need fo r Approval factor for the females. Total 
disclosure and total disclosure to same-sexed closest friends, like  
that fo r the total group are s ig n if ican tly  negatively related to 
Defensiveness ( - .2 6 ) .  Thus, the neurotic women who report disclosing 
more in general and to strangers in p art icu la r  were more open and 
trusting of others, and described themselves as having greater needs 
fo r emotional release through disclosure and approval from others. Also, 
those women who tended to be low discios&rs in general and to th e ir  
closest same-sexed friends tended to describe themselves as more closed 
to others, d is t ru s t fu l ,  and more fearfu l of the possible detrimental 
consequences to oneself of disclosure.
(
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One of the important'questions posed in this study has not been
fu l ly  addressed as yet: What are the most important factors which
underly the disclosure of neurotics? To aid in answering this question,
in order to produce the best possible model fo r s ta t is t ic a l  prediction of  
the foregoing disclosure measures. The results of this a n a ly s t  are 
reported in Table 8 .
From this tab le , f t  can be observed that the following four scales 
are s ign if ican t predictor variables in total reported self-d isclosure  
of the neurotic groups: Defensiveness, Catharsis, Openness, and 
Expectation of Social Norms. Thus overall or general disclosure was .
in others or fear of the negative consequences to oneself through 
disclosure, needs for emotional release, trust or general openness to 
others, and la s t ly  by perception of pressures to disclose in social 
settings. Reported disclosure to a closest same-sexed friend is best 
predicted by the Defensiveness and Catharsis variables for the group, 
while reported willingness to disclose to a same-sexed stranger is. 
best predicted by Openness, Catharsis and Defensiveness. In essence; 
the neurotics' disclosure or non-disclosure to same-sexed friends was 
determined to a large degree by defensiveness or mistrust of others 
and need fo r emotional r e l i e f  through disclosure. Both factors played
as s ign if ican t a role in the neurotics' willingness to disclose to a 
same-sexed stranger. In addition, disclosure to strangers enta iled ,  
as is stated above, the element of openness or tru s t  of others. I t  is 
important, however, to note that the above-mentioned four princip le
■ 2
a stepwise regression analysis was performed with a Maximum R allowed ^
neurotics by factors such as lack of trust
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TABLE 8
REGRESSION ANALYSIS Of Y SCALE WITH DISCLOSURE MEASURES FOR THE NEUROTIC GROUP
Variable R Square F Probability
For Total Self-Disclosure
Defensiveness .045 4.38 .04* .
Catharsis .085 4.31 .0 2 *
Openness .092 3.10 .03*
Expectation o f Social Norms .103 | 2.61 .04*
Need fo r Approval .105 2 .11 .07 1
Reciprocity^ .106 1.75 .12
Perceived Attractiveness of Other .106 1.49 .18
For Total Self-Disclosure to Closest Same-Sexed Friend
Defensi veness .049 4.85 .03*
Catharsis G .063 3.14 .05*
Expectation of Social Norms .075 2.49 .06
Need fo r Approval .078 1.94 .11
Perceived Attractiveness o f Other .080 1 .56 .18 -
Openness .081 1.31 . .26
Reciprocity .081 1.11 .36
For Total Self-Disclosure to Same-Sexed Stranger
Openness .056 5.58 .0 2 *
Catharsis .068 • 3.41 .04*
Defensiveness .081 2.71 . .05*




















TABLE 8  Continued
Variable R Square F Probability
Expectation of Social Norms .089 1.75 .13
Perceived Attractiveness of Other .090 1 .46 . 20
Need fo r  Approval .090 1 .24 .29






\  factors underlying the disclosure levels of neurotics account fo r  only
10% of the prediction o f the fa t te r  variab le .
(2) Additional S ign if icant Findings
The patients ' means and standard deviations on the Neuroticism 
and Extraversion scales of the Eysenck Personality Inventory are re­
ported in Table 9 along with those o f f ive  reference groups reported by 
Eysenck (1968). There were no s ig n if ican t sex differences between the 
means of the patients on e ither scale. As can be observed from the 
0 tab le , the patients' means on the Neuroti cism scale are equal to or 
above the four neurotic sample means reported by Eysenck. This finding, 
tends to confirm the fac t  that the present sample was tru ly  neurotic.  
The present patient sample's Extraversion scale mean is s l ig h t ly  
higher than that of both the anxiety and obsessional reference groups, 
and more comparable to the mixed neurotic reference-group. I t  is 
below the normal and hysterical reference groups' means and thus tends 
to be s l ig h t ly  in the introverted d irec tion . One can thus describe, 
the current sample of patients as being both highly neurotic and 
tending to be introverted. This confirms both the accuracy of the 
original diagnoses of this group and the adequacy of i t  as being 
representative of neurotics in general. * >
Table 10 gives Pearson Product-Moment Correlations between the 
seven factors of the Y Scale and the patients' Neuroticism and 
Extraversion scores. Neuroticism scores in th is table are posit ive ly  
’■r and s ig n if ican tly  related to Defensiveness, Catharsis -and Need fo r
Approval for the group as a whole but only with Catharsis for the'males 
and females separately. Thus one can conclude from the above that the






NEUROTICISM AND EXTRAVERSION SCORES FOR v
THE PRESENT NEUROTIC SAMPLE AND SEVERAL '
REFERENCE GROUPS REPORTED BY EYSENCK





Total Neurotic Sample 17.82 4.30 10.24 4.58
Neurotic Sample: Males 17.50 3.51 10.23 5.05
Neurotic Sample: Females 17.97 4.63 10.24 4.40
Reference Groups
Anxiety Neurotics 15.8 5.1 9.5 4.00
Obsessional Neurotics 15.2 5.3 8.7 4.30
Hysterical Neurotics 15.2 4f4 11.7 4.40
Mixed Neurotics 14.4 5.5 1 0 . 0  • 4.40
Normals 9.0 4.8 12.1 4.40
(
\
.  - I♦  • __
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TABLE 10
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF NEUROTICISM 
AND EXTRAVERSION SCORES WITH THE SEVEN FACTORS 
OF THE Y SCALE FOR THE TOTAL NEUROTIC GROUP, AND FOR 
FEMALES AND MALES IN THIS GROUP
V
Neuroticism Scores 
Group (N=96) Females (Nr6 6 )
Openness , . 02
Defensiveness' .23*
Catharsis .41* * *
Expectation of Social Norms .04 




















Openness . 22 * .15 .39*
Defensiveness - .2 5 * * _ _4Q*** .08
Catharsis k .08 J 6 - r n
Expectation of Social Norms, .06V - . 0 2 .22
Need fo r  Approval .05 r  .12 - .06
Perceived Attractiveness •
of Other .14 .22 .00
Reciprocity - .0 3  ' -  04 ' . 0 1
• '  — ; — : ----------------------------------
' * £ £ .0 5  









more neurotic ar^/individual is ,  the more l ik e ly  his disclosure is 
motivated*?6y needs] fo r  emotional release and for approval fr^rn others. 
Also, the nWe H * e ly  he is to be-d istrustfu l of others and fearfu l
* * t-
o'f the consequences o f disclosure to them. Ex tracers ion scores in 
Table 10 are s ig n if ican tly  related to the Openness ( .22 ) and '/
-T)
Defensiveness ( - .2 5 )  factors fo r  the group as a whole. While being
s ig n if ic a n t ly  negatively related t o ‘Defensiveness fo r  the females
( - .4 0 )  and s ig n if ican t ly  pos it ive ly  related to Openness for the males
( .3 9 ) .  Therefore for; the aroup. as a whole, the more extraverted the 
✓
individual was, the greater like lihood he described himself as being 
open, trusting and not fearfu l of disclosure to others. Table 11 
presents Pearson Product-Moment Correlations, between age of the v
neurotic group and the various Y Scale factors. S ig n if ican t,  positive
/
correlations are( present in the table fo r the group as a whole and
for females between Age and the Defensiveness and Expectation of
Soc.ial. Norms factors. No s ig n if ican t  correlations were present fo r
the males. Thus i t  appears from the above that older females in 
, .\ *
.the group described themselves as being more d is tru stfu l of others 
than younger females and as beinq more sensitive to pressures fo r . 
disclosure in social s ituations. As can be seen, these trends were 
re flected  a lso ’ in the group as a whole.
as
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TABLE 11'
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF AGE'AND THE ' 
V SCALE FACTORS FOR TOTAL NEUROTIC 
' GROUP, FEMALES AND MALES
Age
Group Females Males
Openness .01 .09 - .2 5
' Defensiveness .23* .40** -•29
Catharsis . 11- .12 .06
Expectation of Social 
Norms .33*** .53*** • - .1 3
Need for Approval .08 .05 .12
Perceived Attractiveness  
of Other .07 .14 . 00
Reciprocity - .05 .04 -.18
' *£21.05 
* *£  L .01 
* * * £ £  .001
-
I




This study, although exploratory in nature, had two d is t inc t
purposes. The f i r s t  was to develop an adequate questionnaire with which
to measure the motivations behind an ind iv idual's  self-disclosure to 
>
another. The second was to apply this questionnaire to a neurotic sample 
to help in discovering what motivates neurotics to disclose themselves 
to others.
A 29-item questionnaire r the "Y Scale" was developed using 
factor analytic  procedures based upon a normal student population. The 
seven motivational factors revealed through factor analysis and measured
consequences of self-d isclosure to others ( Defensiveness). Need for  
emotional release through disclosure to others ( Catharsisj; Perception
Perception of the attractiveness of the rec ip ient o f self-disclosure  
( Perceived Attractiveness o f Other); and Feelings o f obligation to 
disclose to- others as f u l ly  as they have disclosed to the recipient  
(Reciprocity) .
The second purpose o f the study was to shed further l ig h t  on*the
on th is scale were the following: Openness or tru s t and general acceptance
i f  others (Openness); Defensiveness, or mistrust and fears of the negative
of the social expectations or pressures to disclose in social settings 
( Expectation of Social Norms); Need fo r approval (Need fo r Approval);
62
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motives behind the self-d isclosure of neurotics using the Y Scale. The
.« /  >.
sample used fo r this purpose was d e f in i te ly  neurotic, s l ig h t V  
introverted, and consisted prim arily  of persons witb-deEre^ggve 
symptomatology as indicated by the various^crite/ria which were u t i l iz e d  
in choosing this subject population.
Four of the seven face r s  fomyUrfTthe normal population were also 
found for the 'neurotics. These common factors underlying the s e l f ­
disclosures of both neurotics and normals were the following in the 
order of importance for the neurotics: d is trust or fear of the negative
consequences of disclosure ( Defensiveness) ; need fo r emotional release
throuqh disclosure (Catharsis); tru s t  or qeneral acceptance of others
— W ~
( Openness); and la s t ly  the perception of expectations to disclose in 
social settings ( Expectation of Social Norms).  Based upon the results of 
a regression analyses, these factors were also the most s ign if ican t  
predictors of the disclosure o f the neurotic patients to th e ir  closest 
same-sexed friends and th e ir  willingness to disclose to a same-sexed 
stranger. This degree of overlap in the motives of the neurotics and 
normals could be regarded as somewhat unexpected considering th e ir  
differences in factors such as menttal health, age, educational level and 
marital status. However, i t  may be understandable when one considers that 
normals and neurotics are more s im ilar  in th e ir  functioning than other 
psychiatric groups, such as psychotics, which could have been used in 
th is investigation.
Based upon th e ir  mean scores, the-neurotics endorsed the Reciprocity 
factor the least while having th e ir  highest scores on the Defensiveness 
and Catharsis factors. From this', one might surmise that the neurotics
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in this sample were not overly concerned with reciprocating the 
disclosures of others possibly due to at least in part to fear of the 
negative’consequences of disclosure suchas re jec tion . They might 
also t a i lo r  th e ir  disclosure level according to th e ir  needs for  
emotional release at the time. One would also antic ipate that i f  
relationships such as a friendship are b u i l t  on mutual se lf-d isc losure ,  
many neurotics might have d i f f ic u l t y  e ither in beginning relationships  
or maintaining them due to th e ir  problems-with reciprocal disclosure.
One should consider the suggestion of Chaikin et a l . (1975) that 
Neuroticism may be related more closely to inappropriateness of 
disclosure due to an in a b i l i ty  to take into account situational cues, 
rather than to e ither  high or low disclosure levels themselves. In 
other words, neurotics may show inappropriate overdisclosure which could 
e l i c i t  re jection  and withdrawal by others, or underdisclosure to 
prevent meaningful personal re lationships. The present findings of low 
endorsement by neurotics of the Keciprocity factor could indicate that  
inappropriate levels of disclosure might take place within th e ir  
interpersonal relationships. Whether the neurotic disregards 
situational cues or not is another study in i t s e l f .
A unique factor emerged in the factor analysis of the neurotics'
Y Scale responses which was not duplicated among the normals. Although 
consisting of only one item, i t  may be described as a measure of 
disclosure as a copinq mechanism fo r  depression( Item 12, " I f  I can 't  
t e l l  others about my personal fee lings, I get depressed and feel 
lonely .")  This is a pertinent factor since the great majority of 
patients were neurotically  depressed. Being depressed, they no doubt
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f e l t  periods o f loneliness and iso la t io n , and thus may have sought 
' '* A
to employ self-d isclosure and the contact i t  may bring with others as 
a means of lowering these painful fee lings . In add.ition, other themes 
contained in the factors of the patients were brought to l ig h t  which are 
peculiar to th e ir  psychopathology, such as the following: co n fl ic t
over revealing oneself and fear of another's disapproval or re jection ;  
anxiety in social s ituations; needs for tension reduction; needs fo r  
a f f i l i a t io n ,  and feelings o f being expected or pressured to reveal 
oneself to others.
Persons and Marks (1970) found that male inmates who disclosed the 
most to.male interviewers experienced more "intrapsychic pressure." 
Duckro, Duckro and Beal (1976) found, that black women who were anxious 
disclosed more, perhaps using th e ir  disclosures as a release mechanism 
for anxiety. In this study, the neurotics who reported that they 
disclosed the most overall experienced a greater need for emotional 
release through disclosure. They also had a more trusting , less 
defensive a tt itu de  about s e lf -d is d o s u re .  Thus i t  appears from the 
above that a cathartic  e f fe c t  through disclosure was present as well 
among the subjects of this investigation. These highly disclosing 
neurotics were not necessarily the most neurotic of the group, since 
there was no s ig n if ican t relationship found between overall disclosure 
level and degree of neuroticism.
a No s ig n if ican t correlations appeared for the male neurotics 
• between th e ir  disclosure measures and the factors of the Y Scale. On 
the other hand, several s ign if ican t correlations were found for the 
females, so that one .could conclude that high disclosing females
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described themselves as being more open to others arid as having greater 
needs for emotional release and approval through disclosure. There
havp been due to the re la t iv e ly  lim ited number of male neurotics as
' ' 1 ' ' ' ' "his investigation. However, i t
have had on^the present results .
Jourard's (1974) thesis was that neurotics disclose habitually  
l i t t l e  to others and as a consequence do not re a l ly  know themselves. 
Cozby (1973) added that an individual who chronically discloses at a 
high le v e l ,  despite the target and the appropriateness-of the s ituation ,  
is too self-preoccupied and alienates others from himself. In the 
present study there was l i t t l e  or no relationship found between amount 
of disclosure and degree of neuroticism.' However there was a 
re lationship between degree of neuroticism and need for emotional 
release, need to gain approval from others, and d is trustfu l ness of 
others or fear of the consequences of disclosure. Since a l l  of these 
motives were derived from the normal sample used in this [study, one 
surmises that i t  is probably a matter of degree or intensity which 
distinguishes these motives between normal and neurotic^individuals .
This study was an exploratoYy one and is lim ited in the implications q f ' 
i ts  findings. However i t  is re la t iv e ly  novel in that i t  is one among 
a few studies which sample a psychiatric population. Much of Jourard's
own theorizing about mental health and self-d isclosure did not extend
into his research, which was heavily based on student populations.
o
The primary factors involved in self-d isclosure which were uncoven
were also minimal differences between^ the sexes in this study. This may
is not at ti^i^-timenaiovTiT^what e f fe c t  using a larger number of males would
/
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in this investigation are mainly concerned with motivational processes 
and internal feeling states. While th is is quite acceptable, one must
a
not neglect the importance of s ituational factors in disclosure, since 
no one discloses in a social vacuum. The existence of an Expectation of 
Social Norms factor concurs with this statement. Therefore, further  
refinements and some broadening of the Y Scale are possible areas for  
future research.
Some suggestions fo r research modifications of the Y Scale are the 
following:
(1) Rephrasing the items so that more specific  targets of 
disclosure such as close fr iend , stranger, acquaintance, e t c . ,  
are involved rather than referring  to a nebulous "someone."
Reasons fo r  disclosure may.change depending upon the target  
person s p e c if ie d .-
(2) Allowing the individual to evaluate in his degree of 
agreement (or disagreement) with an item his own in tensity  of 
needs to disclose or feelings about disclosure as compared to 
others. For example, modifying item 20 from "I'm quite a fra id  
of t e l l in g  others too much about myself since I may be hurt,"  
to " I  feel I am more afra id  than most people of te l l in g  others 
too much about myself since I may be hurt;" or item 28 from
"I am quite sensitive and feel I often need to t e l l  others how 
I f e e l , "  to "I am quite sensitive and feel I have more of a 
need to t e l l  others how I feel than those around me."
(3) Specifying more defined situations where disclosure
or nondisclosure is possible. For example, adding the notion of
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a party s ituation  for item 29 to "1 surprise tgyself sometimes 
when 1 b lu rt  out personal information about myself to someone 
I feel attracted .to a t a party;" or in item 25 the situation  
of a private interchange to read, "When people t e l l  me personal 
things about themselves in a private and confidential manner,
I feel I must do the same."
(4) Specifying a time element so one.-can evaluate the • 
spontaneity or lack of such involved in the ind iv idual's  disclosure. 
This could be accomplished by rephrasing item 14 for example
to read, "Strangers I meet could g e t ‘to know personal things 
about me within an evenings' duration; on item 18 :to read, "When 
I feel someone is interested in l is tening to me, even i f  I 've  
known them for ju s t  a few hours, I can pretty well t e l l  them my 
l i f e  story."'
(5) Defining mor£ c lear ly  how intimate or personal the 
contents of self-d isclosure are to be. Subjects are currently  
l e f t  to in te rp re t  this vaguely .for themselves. This could be
I
accomplished by perhaps specifying in the instructions for 
this scale the degree of intimacy which is to be used when 
reference is made to providing "personal" information.
Another area of endeavor might be the exploration of the meaning
and underlying implications of the four main predictor variables for
What are the-underlying fears operating in the defensiveness factor:  
that is ,  what are the negative consequences envisioned as a resu lt  of
the neurotics (Defensiveness, Catharsis, Openness, and Expectation of 
Social Norms). Questions such as the following could be addressed:
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self-disclosure? What are the benefits from disclosure which e l i c i t  
a cathartic  e ffec t  or emotional release for an individual? What does 
being open or trustfu l of others mean for a neurotic? How does a ' 
neurotic 's perception of the social pressures to disclose make him feel?  
These questions could be answered in several ways. For example, scales
A
could be developed where items tap these elements, and with which‘ the 
subjects would have to state th e ir  degree of agreement oHr disagreement 
such as, "I disclose l i t t l e  to others because I am afra id  of being looked 
upon as being awkward." Also, an open-ended interview format involving 
questions to be answered about one's disclosure patterns could reveal 
sim ilar information.
The sample of neurotics ‘in this study f e l l  mostly in the depressed 
category, and thus were highly homogenous. Research in the future could
* o
attempt to include a more broader cross-section o f neurotics, including 
such groups as obsessive-compulsives, anxiety neurotics, hysterical 
neurotics and phobic disorders. Thus the question of how pertinent  
these motivating factors found in this study are to neurotics in 
general could be more adequately addressed with such a more representative 
sample.
A normal sample was used in this study and the derivation of 
motivating factors fop se lf-d isc losure . 'This scale was then applied 
to a neurotic population, but.no normal comparison sample was used.
In view of th is ,  a comparison group of normals might be gathered in a 
future investigation to ascertain how the ir  Y Scale factor scb«s  
compare with the neurotics used in the present study. The important 
finding of an overlap of motivating factors fo r  neurd^ics' .and:normals'
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disclosure suggest that differences between these two groups may be 
prim arily  those of degree, and that they possibly do not d i f f e r  very 
s ig n if ican t ly  in kinds of self-d isclosure motivations. n
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The statements below comprise a "Y" Scale which is designed to 
explore the question of what motivates people to ta lk  about
themselves. Please read each statement and mark in pencil ------
, 6 n the answer sheet the degree of your agreement or disagreement 
with the statement. Use- the*^cale below as your guide.- 
Before you'begin,-please include your age and sex in the le f t  
hand ^ox of your answer sheet next to the word "Name." .
Thank' you fo r your time and e f fo r t .  '
A __________ B_______________ C__________  -0 ' £  .
- Strongly : M ild ly Neither ' M ild ly Strongly
Disagree . Disagree . Agree Agree Agree
Nor ...
" Disagree
1. I f  something concerning me is bothering me, \I can ta lk  to almost anyone 
about i t .
2. I l ik e  to ta lk ,  especially about myself. .
3. When I'm upset, the nearest person around can qet an e a r fu l .
/  - • ' ~ •
4. I 'tell.someone personal things about myself.to show that I l ik e  them.'
* “ t ■*
5. I feel so tense a l l  the t im e *- I  need to ta lk  to others about mysetf..
6 . My job (or social group) requires me to ta lk  a lo t  about myself.
7. I t  takes me a long time to trust someone enough to l e t  them know what I 
am re a l ly  l ik e .  ^
8 . ,  You can-talk too much about yourself even to friends.
9. I can ta lk  about myself in depth with only .one other person.
10. As I get o lder, I f ind  I am talk ing more about myself to others.
11. I feel more- comfortable having my friends know me to a great extent.
12. Men should keep things to themselves; i t ' s  part of bei-rig a man.
13. I t ' s  re a l ly  an e f fo r t  to ta lk  about myself since I'm-on the quiet 
side. . ■ "
■14. Usually, . I ' lT  stop te l l in g  someone about personal things about myself 
i f  that person doesn'.t do, the same. ' .<• . ' ,, *'
15. I t ' s  too great a r isk  to ta lk  about oneself to others.'
16. KeepJiSg friends ios more important to me even i f  i t  means revealing my 
private thoughts and feelings to them. -
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17. I can 't stop talking ahout my problems; i t  calms me down.
18. I  need to feel close to someone before being able to le t  .them know 
wbat I'm re a l ly  l ik e . -
19. When I feel that someone,is interested i-n lis tening to me, even i f  
I 'v e  ju s t  met them, I can pretty  well t e l l  them my l i f e  story.
20. One can be sure only to a point when revealing very personal 
information about oneself, even to closes-t fr iends.
21. Right now, I feel as i f  I need to get a lo t  o f personal things "off  
my chest."
22. Talking to others about myself often helps me to gain a perspective 
on things.
23. I prefer talking more than I do about myself, but i t ' s  not proper 
for my sex to do so in my group.
I
24. I t  takes me next to no time to feel comfortable ta lk ing ab&ut 
myself to people in general.
25. I f  I can't t e l l  others about my personal feelings, I get depressed 
and feel lonely.
26.' Sometimes, I feel I lose friends from talking too much about myself 
and possibly "turning them o f f . "
27.. Under the r igh t circumstances, a stranger could get to know me in 
a short time.
28. -Only my closest friend knows how I re a l ly  feel about myself.
29. The less I t e l l  anyone about mys'elf, the less they have "on me."
i
30. I f  I think somebody w i l l  think less o£,me, I won't t e l l  them my 
personal thoughts. ^
31. Strangers I meet could get to know personal things about me in a 
short time.
32. The less you discuss personal matters with others,- the more control 
you have.of your l i f e .  -
9
33. I prefer ta lk ing less than I do about myself, but i t ' s  not proper 
fo r  my sex-;to do so in my group.
34. Oftentimes, I feel that I must ta lk  about myself to acquaintances 
even when the time may not be the best.
■» » '
35. I often t e l l  strangers about myself.
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36. Even when others do not appear to be too interested, I often t e l l  
them about myself with the hopes o f making them friends.
37. Almost anyone can get me to ta lk  about myself.
38. Nowadays, I think twice before te l l in g  anyone about very personal 
matters.
39. I f  I think somebody w i l l  think more of me, I ' l l  t e l l  them my 
personal thoughts.
40. I would l ik e  to be a woman in our society (or I l ike  being a woman) 
because they can be more expressive than men about th e ir  own 
feelings and thoughts.
41. I'm quite a fra id  of tel 1ing'others too much about myself since I 
may be hurt.
42. I ta lk  a lo t  about myself because i t ' s  expected of me to do so.
43. The more I ta lk  about my problems, the better I fe e l .
44. When I feel l ik e  i t ,  I ta lk  about myself and don't care much about 
what others may think.
45." I t ' s  safer to keep one's problems to oneself.
46.. When 1 feel attracted to someone, I don't mind te l l in g  them about
myself even i f  I overdo i t  a b i t .
47. I ta lk  l i t t l e  about myself because i t ' s  expected of me to do so.
48. I l ik e  to keep my thoughts, feelings and wishes to myself because
others can use them against me.
"49. I share very personal things about myself with people I feel have
a r igh t to know them. .
a
50. Oftentimes, I can't help myself; I b lu r t  out personal information  
before I know i t .
51. When people t e l l  me personal things about themselves, I feel I must 
do the same. . -I
52. When in a group, I try  to keep up with the conversation even i f  i t  
means saying more personal things about myself than I had intended.
53. I t ' s  hard fo r me to say something personal about myself since others 
may not approve of me.
54. I am quite sensitive and feel I often need to t e l l  others how I 
f e e l .
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55. I surprise myself sometimes when I b lu r t  out personal information 
about myself to someone I feel attracted to.
56. I feel that my friends have a r ig h t to know how I feel and what I 
think about.
G . -
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1. I f  something-concerning me is bothering me, I can ta lk  to almost 
anyone about i t .
2. I l ik e  to ta lk ,  especially about myself.
¥
3. When I'm upset, the nearest person around can qet a n 'ea rfu l.
v
7. I t  takes me a long time to trust someone enough' to l e t  them know
what I am re a l ly  l ik e .
9. I can ta lk  about myself in depth with only one other person.
10. Vs I get o lder, I f ind I am talking more about myself to others.
11. I feel more comfortable having my friends know me to a great extent.
13. I t ' s  re a l ly  an e f fo r t  to ta lk  about myself since I'm on the quiet
side.
15. I t ' s  too great a risk to ta lk  about oneself to others.
16. Keeping friends is more important to me-even i f  i t  means revealing  
my private thoughts and feelings to them.
17. .1 can't stop talking about my problems; i t  calms me down.
18. I need to feel close to someone before being able to le t  them know 
what I'm re a l ly  1 ik e .
19. When I feel that someone is interested .in listening to me, even i f  
I 'v e  ju s t  met them, I can pretty well t e l l  them my l i f e  story.
20. One can be sure only to a point when revealing very personal 
information about o n es^ f,  even to closest friends.
21. Right now, I feel as i f ' - I  need to get a lo t  of personal things "off  
my chest."
24. I t  takes me next to no time to feel comfortable ta lking about myself 
to people in general.
25. I f  I. can't t e l l  others about my personal feelings, I get depressed 
and f e e l ' lonely. &
26. Sometimes, I feel / l o s e  friends from talking too much about myself 
and possibly "turrfing them o f f ."
27. Linder the r ig h t circumstances, a stranger could get to know me in a 
short time. /"
29. ^he 'less  I tell\anypne about myself, the less they have "on me."
(
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30. I f  I think somebody w i l l  think less o f me, I won't t e l l  them my 
personal thoughts.
31. Strangers I meet could get to know personal things about me in a 
short,time.
32. The less you discuss personal matters with others, the more .control 
you have of your l i f e .
34. Oftentimes, I feel that I must ta lk  about myself to acquaintances . 
even when the time may not be the best.
V*
35. I often t e l l  strangers about myself.
36. Even when others do not appear to be too interested, I often te l l  
them about myself with the hopes of making them friends.
37. Almost anyone can get me to ta lk  about myself.
38. Nowadays, I think twice before telling-ahyone about very personal 
matters.
39. I f  I think somebody w i l l  think more of me, I ' l l  te l l  them my personal 
thoughts.
41. I'm quite a fra id>of te l l in g  others too much about myself since I
may be hurt. • *” ■ ■
45. I t ' s  safer to keep one's problems to oneself.
46. When I fe£>^attracted to someone, I don't mind te l l in g  them about
myself even i f  I overdo i t  a b i t .  « .
*48. I l ik e  to keep my thoughts, feelings and wishes to myself because
others can use them against me.
50. Oftentimes, I can 't  help myself; I b lu rt  out personal information 
before I know i t .
51. When people t e l l  me personal things about themselves, I feel I. must 
do the same.
52. When in a group, I try  to keep up with the conversation even i f  i t  
means saying more personal’ things about myself than I had intended.
53. I t ’ s hard fo r me to say something personal about mys,elf since others 
may not approve of me. •
54. I am quite sensitive and feel I often need to t e l l  others how I fe e l .
55. I surprise myself sometimes when I b lu rt  out personal information 
about myself to someone I feel attracted to.
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56. I feel that my friends have a r igh t to know how I feel and what I 
think about.
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Factor I:  Upenness
8 . When 1 feel that someone is interested in listening to me, even i f  
I 'v e  ju s t  met them, I can pretty well t e l l  them my l i f e  story.
11. I t  takes me next to no time to feel comfortable ta lking about myself 
to people in general.
14. Strangers I me,et could get to know personal things about me in a 
short time.
17. I often t e l l  strangers about myself.
18. Almost anyone can get me to ta lk  about myself.
Factor 2: Defensiveness
4. I t ' s  too great a r isk  to ta lk  about oneself to^others.
13. The less I t e l l  anyone about myself, the less they have "on me."
15. The less you discuss personal matters with others, the more control 
you have of your l i f e .
20. I'm quite afra id  of te l l in g  others too much about myself since I may 
be hurt. j \^
24. -I l ik e  to keep my thoughts, feelings and wishes to myself because 
others can use them^gainst me. '
26. I t ' s  hard fo r me to say something personal about myself since others 
may not approve of me.
Factor 3: Catharis
1. I feel so tense a l l  the time, I need to ta lk  to others about myself.
6 . I can 't stop talking about my problems; i t  c/lms me down.
9. Right now, I feeT as i f  I need~to get a lo t  of personal things 
"off my chest."
12- I f  I can't t e l l  others about my personal fee lings, I get depressed 
and fee.l lonely.
22. The more I ta lk  about my problems, the better. 1 fe e l .
28. I am quite sensitive and feel I often need to t e l l  others how 
1 f e e l .
Factor 4: Expectation of Social Norms
~T. My job (or social group) requires me to ta lk  a lo t  about myself.
10. I ta lk  about myself according to how much I view is proper for  
my sex to do so in my group.
21. I ta lk  as much about myself as is expected of me to do so.
r
Factor 5: Need for Approval
I feel more comfortable having my friends know me to a great extent.
5. Keeping friends is more important to me even i f  i t  means revealing 
my private thoughts and feelings to them.
19'. . I f  I think somebody w i l l  think more of me, I ' l l  teJJ^them my 
personal thoughts.
Factor b: Perceived Attractiveness of Other
16. The more a t tra c t iv e  someone is to me, the mor*  ̂ I w i l l  t e l l  them 
about myself. '
23. When I feel attracted to someone, 1 don't mind te l l in g  them about 
myself even i f  I overdo i t  a b i t .
29. I surprise myself sometimes when I b lu rt  out personal information 
about myself to someone I feel attracted to.
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Factor 7: Reciprocity
7. I f  a person te l ls  you intimate secrets about himself you should 
return the courtesy by giving him the same informationcabout you.
25. When people t e l l  me personal things about themselves, I feel I must 
do the same.
Z1 . When in a group, I try  to keep up with the conversation even i f  i t  
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The following are some questions regarding the way you 
behave, feel and act. Try to decide whether "Yes" or "No" 
represents your usual way of acting or fee lin g . Thefl c irc le  
e ith e r  the "Yes" or "No." Do not spend too much time over 
any question and please be sure not to omit any question.
There are no r ig h t  or wrong answers.
Do you often long for excitement?.. . .Yes No
Do you often need understanding friends to cheer you up?....Yes No
Are you usually carefree?. . .Yes No
Do you often find i t  very hard to take no fo r an answer?. . . .Yes No
Do you stop and think things over before doing anything? Yes No
I f  you say you w i l l  do something do you always keep your promise, 
no matter how inconvenient i t  might be to do so?...Yes No 
Does your mood often go up and down?...Yes No
Do you generally do and say things quickly without stopping to think?. 
Yes No '
Do you ever feel " just miserable" fo r no good reason?.. .Yes'" No 
Would you do almost anything fo r a dare?...Yes -No 
Do you suddenly feel shy whgn you want to ’ ta lk  to an a ttrac t ive  
stranger?. . .Yes No
Once in a while do you lose your temper and get angry?...Yes No 
Do^tou often do things on the spur of the moment?. . .Yes No 
Do you often worry about things you should not have done or-said?
. . .Yes No '
Generally do you prefer reading to meeting people?. . .Yes .No
Are your feelings rather easily  hurt?...Yes No 
Do you like-going out a lo t? .. .Yes  No
Do you occasionally have thoughts and ideas that you would not l ike
other people to know about?...Yes No
Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes very 
sluggish?.. .Yes No
20. Do you prefer to have "few but special fr iends?. . .Yes No
21. Do you daydream a lo t? .. .Y es  No
'22. When people shout at you, do you shout back?...Yes No
23. Are you often troubled about feelings of g u ilt? . . .Y es  No
24.' Are all'y.our habits good and desirable ones?.'..Yes No
25. (Jan you usually l e t  yourself go and erljoy-yourself a lo t  at a fun
party?...Yes . No
26. Would you ca ll  yourself tense or" 'h ig h ly -s tru ng "? .. .Yes No
27. Do other people think of you as being very l i v e ly ? . . .Yes No
28. A fter having done something important, do yds often come away
feeling you could have done better? . . .Yes No
29. Are you mostly quiet when you are with other peopje?.. .Yes No
30. Do you sometimes gossip?.. .Yes No
31. Do ideas run through your head so that you cannot sleep?...Yes . No
32. I f  there is something you want to know about, would you rather look
i t  up in a book than ta lk  to someone about i t? . . .Y e s  No
33. Do you get palpitations or thumping in your heart?...Yes No
34. Do you l ike  the kind of work that you need to pay close attention  
to?...Yes No i
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36_. Would you always declare everything a t  the customs, even i f  you knew
that you could never be found out?. ./.Yes. No
37. Do you hate betng with a crowd who-play jokes on one another?. . .Yes
No . .
38. Are yoii an i r r i t a b le  person?.. .Yes No
39. Do you like  doing things in which you have to act quickly?. . .Yes No
40. Do you wor-ry about, awful things, that might happen?.. .Yes No
41. Are you slow'and unhurried in the way you. move?.. .Yes "No  
42^ Have you ever been late for»an appoirftment or-work?.. .Yes No
43. Do you have many nightmares?.-. .Yes Nb
44. Doyou like^ta lk ing  to people so much that you would never miss a
chance of ta lk ing to a stranger?. . .Yes No
45. Are you troubled by aches and pains?...Yes No
46. Would you be very unhappy i f  you could no.t see lot's of people most 
of the t im e?.. .Yes No
47. Would you ca ll  yourself a nervous person?-.. .Yes . No P
'48. Of a l l  the people you know are there some whom you d e f in ite ly  do-
not 1 ik e ? . . .Yes No
-49. Would you say you were f a i r l y  s e lf -co n fid en t? .. .Yes . No
50. Are you easily hurt when people find fa u l t  witn you or your
work?...Yes No ’
51. Do you find i t  hard to re a l ly  enjoy yourself at a l iv e ly  p a rty? .. .  
Yes No
'52. Are you troubled-with feelings of in f e r io r i t y ? . . . Yes No
53. Can you easily  get some l i f e  into a rather dulI party?'..Yes Nb 
54'. Do you sometimes ta lk  about things you know nothing about?...Yes No
55.- Do you worry about your'health?. . .Yes No.
•56. Doyoifelike playing pranks on.others?.. .Yes No
57. Do you suffer from sleeplessness?. . . Yes’ No
PLEASE CHECK TO SEE THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS,. THANK YOU.
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The statements he low comprise a "Y" Scale which explores the question $ f  
what motivates people to ta lk  about themselves. Please'read each 
statement and c irc le  .your degree of agreement or disagreement with the . 
statement.
Use the scale below as your guide.
A __________  B ~  C_____  D ________ E
Strongly M ild ly Neither M ild ly  • Strongly
disagree Disagree Agree nor Agree Agree
Disagree
✓
1. I feel so tense a l l  the time, I need to ta lk  to, others about
myself. A B C D E ' 1
2. My job lor social group) requires me to ta lk  a lo t  about 
myself. A B O D E
3. I feel more comfortable having my friends know me to a great 
extent. A B O D E
4. l t l s too great a risk to talk about oneself to others. A B- C D E
5. 'Keeping friends is more important to me even i f  i t  means 'revealing 
my private thoughts and feelings to them. A B O D E
6 . I can 't  stop talking about my problems; i t  calms me down.
A B C D E
/ .  I f  a person te l ls  you intimate secrets about himself you should 
return, the .ctfurtesy by givinq him the same information about you.
A B C D, t
; 0. When I fee l^that someone is interested in  l istening to me, even i f  
i 've  ju s t  met them, I can pretty well te l l  them my l i f e  story.
A B C  D E ' -
9:- Right now, I feel as i f  I need to get a lo t  of personal things "o ff
my chest." A B C D E
10. 1 ta lk  about myself according to how much I view is proper fo r my -
sex to do so in my group.. A B C D E
11. I t  takes next to no time to feel comfortable talking about myself 
to people in general. A B O D E
12. I f  I can't t e l l  others about my personal feelings, 1 get depressed 
and feel lonely. A B O D E
13. The less I teTfanyone about myself, the less they have 'on me.'
A B C D E \
14. Strangers I meet could get to know personal things about me in a 
short time. A B O D E
15. The less you discuss personal matters with others, the more oontrol 
you have of your l i f e .  A B C D E
16. The more a t t ra c t iv e  someone is to me, the more I w i l l  te l l  them 
about myself. . A B O D E
17. I often te l 1 • strangers about myself. A B O D E
18. Almost anyone can get me to ta lk  about myself. A B O D E
19. I f  I  think somebody w i l l  think more o f me, I ' l l  t e l l  them my personal 
thoughts. A B O D E
20. i'm quite a fra id  of te l l in g  others too much about myself since I may 
be hurt. A B O D E
2.1. I ta lk  as much about myself as is expected of me to do so.
A B C . D E
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22.. The more I ta lk  about my problems, the better I fe e l .  A B C' D E
23. When I feel attracted to someone, I don't mind. 1611.109 theiyabout 
myself even' i f .  I overdo i t  a b i t .  A B C D, E
^ 4 . '  I l ik e  to keep my "thoughts, feelings and wishes to mysel-f'l?«caus'e 
others can use them against me. A B C D E
25. When people t e l l  me personal things about themselves, I feel I
must do the same. A B E
26. I t ' s  hard fo r me to say something, personal about myself sinc«'Others 
may not approve of me. A B C D E
27. Ŵ en in a group,'I  try  to keep up with the conversation even’ i f  i t
means saying more personal things about myself than I had intended.
A B C D E '
28. I am quite sensitive and feel I often need to' t e l l  others how I
fe e l .  A B C D E- ’ . . 1
29. I surprise myself sometimes when/l b lu rt  out personal information
• about myself to someone I feel attracted to . A B ^  D
<
N - k i t i c k i c k ' k i c k ' k ' k i c k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k i c k ' k - k - k ' k ' k
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People d i f f e r  in the extent to which they le t  other people know them. 
We are seeking to investigate what people t e l l  others aboutTthemselves.
* N atura lly , the things that are true about your personality , your 
feelings, your problems, hopes and actions w i l l  change as you get on 
with l iv in g .  Therefore, the idea that other people have about you w il l  
be out of date from time to time.
Some of the things about yourself you w i l l  regard as more personal 
and private than others; people d i f f e r  widely in what they consider 
appropriate to le t  others know and what they consider is nobody's 
business but their' own.
Instructions
Following is a l i s t  of topics that pertain to you. We want you to indicate  
the degree to which you have le t  two people know this information about 
you. These people are your closest friend of your sex and a stranger 
of your sex. Therefore, using, the guide below, please indicate the extent 
to-which each of these people mentioned above now knows the pertinent  
facts about you. In other words, how complete, up-to-date, and accurate 
is th e ir  picture of you as you are now. • ■
Guide
Use the following guide to indicate your answers:
0: The other person (or stranger) doesn't know me in this respect r ight
now, because I haven't told him, or at least, le t  him know in any * 
other ways.
1 : The other person (closest friend or stranger) has a general idea of
how I am now, of what is true in this respect,-but his idea of me
is not complete or up-to-date.
2: The other person .(closest friend or stranger) f u l ly  knows me as I am
in th is  respect, because I have talked about this topic to him fu l ly  
in the recent past, and things have not changed.
X: Write an X for those items which you would not confide to the other
person (closest fr iend or stranger) even i f  that person asked you 
to reveal the information. '
Topics
1. What you d is l ike  about your overall appearance. .
2. The things about your appearance that you l ik e  most, or are proudest
of.
3. Your ch ie f health concern, worry, or problem, at the present time.
4. Your favo r ite  spare-time hobbies or in terests .
5. Your food dislikes at the present.
6 . Your re lig ious a c t iv i ty  at present -  whether or not you go to church,
which one, how often.
7. Your personal religious views.
8 . Your favo r ite  reading materials -  kinds of magazines, books, or
papers you usually read.
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9. What p a rt icu la r ly  annoys you most about your closest fr iend of the
opposite sex or f i f  married) spouse. ' •
10. Whether or not you have Sex problems, and the nature of these
problems, i f  any. , “
11. An accurate knowledge of your sex l i f e - up to ttte present - e .g . ,
the names of your sex partners in the past and present, i f  any; ,
your ways of getting sexual g ra t i f ic a t io n .  -
12. Things about your personality that worry you or- annoy you.
13. The chief pressures and strains in your daily  work.
14. Things about thevfuture that you worry about in the present..
16. What you feel the g u i l t ie s t  about, or most ashamed of in your past.,
17. Your views about what is acceptable-sex morality for people to ' . 
follow.
18. I he kinds of music you enjoy l istening to the most.
19. The subjects you did not, or do.not l ik e  at school.
2(J. Whether or not you do anything special to maintain or improve your
appearance, e .g . ,  d ie t ,  exercise, etc.
21. The kind o f behavior in others that most annoys you, or makes you 
furious.
22. The characteristics of your father that you do not l ik e ,  or did not 
l ik e .
23. Characteristics of your mother that you do not l ik e ,  or did not l ik e .
24. Your most frequent daydream - what you daydream about most.
25. The feelings you have the most trouble contro lling , e .g . ,  worry, 
depression, anger, jealousy, etc.
26. The biggest disappointment that you had in your l i f e .
27. How you feel about your choice of.work.
28. What you regard as your chief handicaps to doing a better job in 
your work or studies.
29. Your views on the segregation of whites and Negroes.
30. Your thoughts and feelings about religious groups than your own.
31. Your strongest ambition at the present time. j
32. Whether or not you have planned-some major decision in the hear
fu ture , e .g . ,  a new job, break an engagement, get married, divorce, 
buy something big.
33. Your favorite  jokes - tne kind of jokes you like  to hear. .
34. Whether or not ycrp have savings; i f  so, the amount.
35. The possessions that you are proudest o f ,  and take greatest care 
of,  e .g . ,  your car, or musical instrument, or fu rn itu re , etc .
36. How you usually sleep, e .g . ,  w e ll ,  or poorly, or with help of 
drugs.
37. Your favorite  te levis ion programs.
38. Your favorite  comics.
39. ( The groups or clubs or organizations you belong to , e .g . ,  f r a te r n i ty ,
lodge, bridge, club, YMCA, professional organizations, etc.
40. The beverages you do not l ike  to 'd r in k , e.g-:T coffee, tea, coke, 
beer, l iquor, e t c . ,  and your preferred beverages.
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- , JOURARD'S 40-ITEM SELF-DISCLOSUKE
SCALE
ANSWER SHEET
40 Topic Answer Sheet • •
* * * * * * p lease follow the quide provided z, X) CIRCLE YOUR DEGREE. OF
• : AGREEMENT
Closest Friend of Your Sex ' Stranger of Your Sex
1. . . . .0 1 2 X ........................ 0 1 2 X'




1 2 X •
^ 3 ................... . , . ,0 1 2 X ................... 0 1 2 X




................... 0 1 2 X
S.  ........... , , 0 1 2 X * • ................... 0 1 2 X
6 . . . .  :o 1 2 X ................... 0 1 2 X
• 7 / 0 1 2 X ........ .......... 0 1 2 X
8 . 0 1 2 . X ....................0 1 2 X
9 . , , , , 0 1, 2 X ................... 0 1 2 X
10 . 0 1 2 X ................... 0 1 2 X
11 . , .’ .0 1 2 X ............................................0 1 2 X
12 . . . . . 0 1 2 X ................... 0 1 2 x •
1 3 ................... . . . . 0 1 2 X ............................................0 1 2 X
14 . . . . 0 1 2 X ................... 0 1 2 X
15 . . .0 1 2 X ................... 0 1 X
1 6 . , 0 1_ 2 X ■...........^ 1 2 X
17 . . , . . 0 1 2 X ................... 0 1 2 X - J
1 8 ............................................ 0 1 2 X .......................................,.0 1 2 X
19 . , , .  . 0 1 2 X ............................................0 1 2 X
2 0 ............................................ _______ 0 1 •2 •x <............................................0 1 2 X
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2 1 .................................... 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
2 2 ..................... 0 1 2 X ................................ 0 1 2 X
23. ' ............... . . 0^ 1 2 X .............. u 1 2 X
24..................... 0 1 2 X ............. ..... .0 1 2 X
2 5 ..................... 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
26. ............... , 0 1 '>£_ X • ........................ t) 1 2 X
27 ..................................... .  .0 1 2 X ................................ 0 1 2 X
28 .................................... 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
29. .'............. 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
30..................... 0 1 2 X ................................ 0 1 2 X
31 . ' ......................... . .0 1 2 X ................... . . . 0 1 2 X
32 ................................ .. , .0 1 2 X / ................................ 0 1 2 X
33. ...............' . 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
34 ................................... 0 1 2 'X ................................0 1 2 X
35 ................................... 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
36 ................................... , ,0 1 2 X . ................................0 1 2 X
37 ................................... 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
38 ............................ 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
39 ................................... 0 1 2 X ................................0 1 2 X
40 .................................... 0 1 2 X ................. .0 1 2 X
r  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx




INFORMATION TO THE PROSPECTIVE OUTPATIENT PARTICIPANT 
SELF-DISCLOSURE STUDY
*
. I am a graduate student at the University of Windsor. I am 
interested in studying the area of se lf-d isc losure , that is ,  what people
O -
te l l  others about themselves. There are no d e f in ite  rules-'or guidelines 
to an ind iv idual's  self-d isclosure to his family, friends, e tc . ,  only 
the ones he or she feels most comfortable with. The purpose of the 
study is to explore what motivates people to t e l l  others about themselves
t
and how much they actually  have discussed certain topics with others.
I f  you choose to partic ipate  in this study, I would l ik e  to have 
you complete a questionnaire consisting o f three parts which would take 
no more than 45 minutes of your time. Your id en t ity  and your answers
4**
w i l l  be kept s t r ic t l y  confidentia l.
Thank you fo r the generosity of your time and e f fo r t  in this  
endeavour. I f  you so desire, the general results of- this study w i l l  be 
mailed to you upon its  completion.
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APPENDIX .1 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE 
SELF-DISCLOSURE STUDY
i
I ,  ____________________________  of   , consent
0
to partic ipate  in the self-d isclosure study. I have read and understand 
the procedures and conditions of the study. I also understand that I am 
free to withdraw from the study at any time. I f u l ly  understand that 
this study is not connected with any treatment I may receive at Windsor 
Western Hospital Centre and my wish not to partic ipate  in the study w i l l
t
in no way deny me access to treatment.
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